




Bevel g,ear cutting enters a new era
with the PH'OENIX II 275HC
CNC BevelGear Cutttng Machlne.
it's 35% smaller than the Phoenix
175HC but produces parts with
diameter up to 275 mm ...cuts dry

without chip shrouds and vacuum
systems ... simplifies and speeds pan
10ad1unload and cutter changeover ....
and features direct-drive spindle

motors for faster etup and
machining times.

Thank to a breakthrough monolithic
column design, all of these user
benefi ts axe now available, and
much more.

In short, the new PHOENIX~ Il
275HC picks up where itsl75HC
predecessor left off- and leaves
competitive machines completely
in the dust.

New 1600HTT TURBO TESTER™
performs faster eNe-controlled
roll testing of spiral andhypoid
bevel gear sets.
It features a small footprint.
ergonomic and easy-to-use
de ign ...performs not. only basic
pattern checking but at 0 SIT
(Single Flank Transmission error)
testing and SBN (Structure-Borne-
Noise) testing ...and accommodates
workpiece diameters up to 600 rnm,

The e and many other u er
benefits are now pes ible with the
600HIT TURBO TESTER'w.
It share the same platform made

popular with the recent introduction
of the 600HTL TURBO LAPPER~,

so you benefit from vast reductions
in floorspace ..and a highly accessible
work chamber.

lMachlne IFootp.rintComparison
'-l'TsHC - - - - - - - - - -.

,,· .... •.. •.. ••.... •.. •.. ••.. T· .. •.. •.. ··:

4SOHC :

.x «Operator's Posltiont
PHOIENIX- 1/ 275HC occupies Just 90 sq.
ft.; 35% Jess floorspace than the 175HC.
and far less than competitive machines.

Leave it to. Gleason
to take bevel gear
cutting and testing
to the next level"

woo University Ave .•P.O. Box. 22970
Rochester,NY 14692-2970 .S.A.

Phone: 7161473-HX)() Fax: 7161461-4348
Web ire: www.gleason.com
E-mail: saies@gleason.com
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Global Expertise
For All Applications

Combining over 140 years of process,
machine, and!tool experience enables Nachi
Macliliining TechnologiY Co. to maimaln
industry leadership by providing customers
with the "best practices" manufacturing
solutions.

Broach and Geal
Finishing '/oducll
Broaching

Verlical
Horizontal
Pot
Svtface
Blind Spline
Vertical Work Transfer

Gear Shaving
Roll forming

Roll Fimshlng ~?iSO_~'~
Hobbing ~~~
Tool Sharpening

For the finest products, performance, servi.ce,
and global support ....you can re'lyon NachiMTC
to meet your application need today and
tomorrow. Hamng

Gsar Inspec/1On

Form Grmding

NACHII iMAC,HIINIIIN:G TeCHNOl;OGY CO.
17500 Twenty- Three Mile Road, Macomb, MIchigan 48044·"03
Phone: (586)-263-0100 Fax: (586)-263·4571 WMV.nachimtc.com
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Crown bobbing for noise reduction and
DLlsaligument cnmpensatton,
Hard bobbing with carbide bobs after heal
trcal as a substitute for geargrlndhlg.

• CNChobbing and shaping alignment
programs for varying teeth and! pitches.

• Hobbing 2 tooth & greater helicall plnluns,
• Special IOClLlS, high helix worms and

camshafts,
• Precis-iou tJlla/.yticalgear inspection.
• Hob sharpening.

Forest City Gear ... the most modern fine and!
medium pilch gear job shop in the world.
815·623·2J68 11715AlainStreet
fall: 8] 5·623·6620 P. ,0. Box 80
'EoUfree: 866-623-2168, Roscoe, III61073·0080
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Who Uakes the ']faifs?
For toant 0/ a nail the shoe was lost.

For want 0/ a shoe the horse was lost
For want ofa horse the nilerwas lost

For want 0/ a rider the battle was lost
For w.ant of a battle the kingdom teas lost

And all/or the want 0/ a horseshoe flail
- Nurs:etyRhyme

I've been thinking a lot about the importance of manufac-
turing over lbelast couple of years, e pecially as I've watched
more and more of it leave our country, We work :ina~ industry
that is both economicalJyand strategically vital, but I'm con-
cerned that. most Americans do not realize the jrnportance of
manufacturing. or what will happen if il continues to dissipate,

It u ed to be wat we made everything we needed here in
America, We don't anymore. For example. one of my employees
recently bought an American flag, Imprinted on the flag intiny let-
ters were the words "MADE IN CHINA." Although the impor-
tance of manufacturing U.S..flags is more symbolic than strategic
or economic, i.tstill make me wonder. If somebody else i manu-
facturing our own flag, what else are they manufacturing?

.1 spoke recently with an American gear manufacturer whose
busine s is mo tty aerospace=asd defense-related. A while
back, he lost some important gear business to a company in
Eastern Europe. As it rums out. he got most ofthe business back
becau e his customer was unhappy with the overseas results.
This American gear manufacturer's business is up 34% over last
year. I'm comforted by the fact that in this case. some crucial
manufacturing capability has remained in America. BUI. at the
same time, I'm disturbed by the fact that il alma t didn '(.

The recenl terrori t attack on the World Trade Center and
the Pentagon have pointed outthe significance of our manufac-
wring capabilities. We need manufactured good. to respond to
ernergencie ,rebuild what's broken and defend our nation. We
need rescue equipment, construction eqaiprnent, vehicle and
much more to dear away the rubble and rebuild. We need all
ort of sophisticated equipment to defend our country from fur-

ther attacks.
During World War Il, many factories were taken over by the

government and retooled for wartime production. Then,
machine tool manufacturers were told what to build ami where
to hip it for our defense efforts. Today, there are hardly any
machine 1001manufacturers left in America. Wiu we come to I

the point when we are unable ro make the parts we need for our
country's aircraft, tanks, missiles and other defense-related
machines? Probably nor, bill in anextended crisis, we could
'easily find ourselves unable to produce what we need.

www.powerlransmlsslon.com • www.geartechnology.com • GEAR TECHNOLOGY' NOVE.M·BERIDECEMBER 2001 7

Even in times of peace. manufacturing is vital Most people
outside manufacturing don't realize how important it ito the
economic well-being of a nation. Manufacturing i the creation
of wealth. Manufacturers take raw materials, and by perform-
ing various processes, create something of greater value,

In addition to creating wealth, the manufacturing indu tries
have alway provided a lot of challenging, satisfying. nece ary
and good-paying jobs for America.

Of course, I'm not telling you a.nything you don't already
know. You are all involved in manufacturing every day. I'm
confident that.like me. you're proud to be involved in an indus-
try that contributes 0 much to our nation's well-being. It would

be nice, however, if the rest of America could see what we see .
I am entirely optimistic thar this nationcan overcome what-

ever challenges come its way, After all, we sl]!] operate the
world's largest manufacturing economy. We make a tremendous
variety of goods. and our technological capabilities continue to
improve, year after year. But when things return to normal, will
we forget the lessons we've learned? I hope not, becau e we can't
afford to wait for the next crisis-strategic or economic-to find
out if we'll be able to respond.

I
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Solutions for your
gest'manufac.turing
n,eeds..
Poweredby
Samputensili~

r.:;..'~-SAMPU1'ENSI~1 t,;:;;.~'C'MODUL,
~

ISO SJO(I'1
certilled

'QS --- TE
certified

Make Samputensili your strong partner for gear
technolog-y,quality and service, powered by the will to
make your products even better.

SU America Inc.
en5 Capital Ave
Oak Park, MI 48237
"Fel.: +1 248548-711n
Fax: +1 248 548-4443
E-mail: sales@suamerica.com
h~p:l/www.samput.ensilj.com

We offer you complete solutions for all your gear
cutting needs from roughing to finishing.

solutions Hobbing: - Profile Grinding- Generating Grinding - Shave Grlnding- Chamfering - Deool'1'ing- Shaving Cutter Grinding

Bevel Gear Cutting - Tool Services and Commodity Management Services (CMS)
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Laser' Shoc'k P'ee1ning
Bombarding metal parts with tiny

metal or ceramic beads seems like a crazy
way to improve those parts' performance,

but shot peening is a proven method of

improving the fatigue life of metal parts,
especially those that are prone to surface
fatigue failures. Now. there's an even more
unusual tool-lasers-to perform the
same function, only better.

Laser peening can extend the service
life of orne parts, including gears. The

extension of service life can be anywhere
from 3- IO lime the extension given by
normal shot peening. according to indu try
expens.because laser peening puts com-

pressive stress much deeper into the part.
The concept of using lasers to intro-

duce residual stresses into a part's surface

of a pari was invented at Battelle of
Colu mbus, OH, inlhe late 19605 and early

1970s. But it really didn't. become practi-
cal. for production use until the late 19905.
as the technology improved and commer-
cial companies began to develop it.

One of those companies, LSP
Technologie Inc. of Dublin, OH, was

founded in 1.995 by fanner Battelle
employees and has done work for the

U.S. Air Force. Another company, Metal
Improvement Co. Inc. of Paramus, NJ,
has worked with Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory of Livermore, CA.
to develop la er peening.

"We think that laser peening. based
on recent advances, is atechnology that

is going to see widespread use," says
Lawrence Livermore physici t Lloyd

Hackel.
Metal Improvernenr Co. i.s develop-

ing laser-peened gears for enginetrans-

missions. According to James Daly. sen-
ior vice president of the company, COI1-

struction, mining, fanning, marine and

over-the-road tractor truck transmission
components are being required to have

their guaranteed service lives extended.
'One or a few problem gears can rep-

resent a lifetime limitation," Daly says.
But la er peeningjho e gears could
extend the lifetime of the entire transmis-
sion and be a very cost-effecti ve step in
quality improvement.

LSP Technologies is also working
extensively with gears, including ring

and pinion sets and other automotive dri-
vetrain gears, says president Jeff
Dulaney.

How It Works
When most people think of lasers,

they think of them as a tool for cutting
through metal. but that' 1'101 how laser

peening works. In fact, light from the
la ers never touches and never heats the
part surface. Instead, the lasers are u ed
to generate a shock wave that causes
compres ion at the part surface.

The part to be laser peened is coated
with an opaque, absorptive material-a
speciaJ paint or tape that will vaporize

when exposed to a pulse of laser energy.
The part. is also covered with a thin layer
of translucent material, which is usually

water. A pulsed laser beam passes
through the water and strikes 'the paint or
tape, cau ing a mall thickness of the

material to vaporize. The vapor absorbs

the remaining laser light. creating plas-
ma, which is trapped in a mal! gap
between the abscrptlon material and the
water layer. The trapped plasma builds to
a pressure of up to 100,000 atmospheres

Laser peening, illimore etfecliv8'lhansho.: peening,
!!IId it's beginning '01 be lusedlon gears. includIng
rhisllutomotive ring and pinion set processed by j

ISP Technologies, Inc. j

A pulsed laser beam creates ,I shock wave lIIal
causes beneficial com.pressi.ve stresses in the
rools of these gear teeth. Pllol.o' 'courl.esy of Metal
Improvement Co. Inc. -

Welcome to Revolutions, 'he col-
umn fhat brings you the latest,
most up-fo-date and easy-to-read
information 8bou,' the p'flopie
and technology of the ge.,
industry. Revolutions w,elcomes ,
yoursu.bmissions, P'easlI send
them to Gear Technology. P.O,
BDx 1426, Elk Grolle Village. It
60009, fax (847) 437-6618 Dr e-mail
peop1Ie@geartechnology.com. If
you'd like more information about
any of the articles that appear.
please circle the appropriate num-
ber on the Reader ResponseCard.

(about 1..5 million pounds per square
inch) and creates acompre sive shock

wave, part of which runs into the metal
surface.

Thai part of the shock wave causes
plastic deformation of the pari. unsee,

leaving compressive residual stre ses that
prevent cracks from growing and thus
improve the pari'S fatigue life.

According to Dulaney, the LSP
Technologie laser-peening process cre-
ates compressive stresses at depth rang-
ing from 0.040" to 0.060". According to
Daly, Metal Improvement Company's

laser peening creates ccmpressi ve stress-

es to depths of 0.040" to 0.080", III both
cases, tile compressive stresses are sig-
nificantly deeper than through shot peen-
ing. This extra depth provides even
greater protectioll against surface-related
failures, such as fatigue cracks and cor-
rosion cracking.

Laser peening can be used in con-

junction with normal shot peening.
Dulaney: ays, An entire pan i .typically
shot-peened, and then Ille areas of high

stress concentration. which. are prone to

fatigue cracking. are further treated with
laser peening. Those areas include the
roots of gears, says Hackel,

AppUcabiIJty
Because laser peening is more expen-

sive and takes longer than normal shot
..... W.pOWflfrfansm/ssion.com - www.g'sarltJchno/09y./lom • GEAR TECHNOLO(l,y • NOVEMBERIDECEMBER 2001 '9
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peening. it's been used mostly for expen-

sive, highly critical parts, One of the

biggest applications to date has been Ihe
laser peening ofthe leading edges ofihe
blades of aireran turbines. Normally, these
parts are shot-peened 10 improve their per-
formance. Laser peening increase the per-
formance even further. According to
Dulaney, that increa ed performance

amounts 10 savings of millions of dollars

per year for the U.S. Air Force.
Both the co t of laser peening and the

amount of time il takes are decreasing,

which should open the applicability of the

process to many more parts" says Daly.
In addition to aero pace turbines and

gears, the organization involved in this

technology have begun targeting prod-
ucts as diverse as oil drilling equipment;
medical. implants, such as hip joints;

marine and rocket engine parts; auterne-

live crankshafts and connecting rods;

and tooling and dies.
Cirde JOO
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A N,ew Heat-TreatingllProcess
A new heat-treating process could

harden internal gear teeth using a lamp
that can radiate 3,500 Waus per square
centimeter, with a brightness that rivals
the un' .

The lamp could harden internal gear
teeth by being slid into and pulled out of
a gear's opening.

The high-intensity plasma arc lamp

consists of a cathode, an anode, a clear
quartz tube, argon gas and deionized

water. The lamp's power i generated by
circulatmg the ga and water through the

tube, from the cathode to the anode,

around the electric arc between those
two electrodes.

The water is pushed against the tube's

inner walls while the gas is ionized along
the centerline. The gas 'then emits large
amounts of radiant energy, which pass

through the water and quartz.
The process is being developed by

Vortek: Industries Ltd. of Vancouver,

Canada, and Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, located in Oak Ridge, TN.

At Oak Ridge, Craig Blue is tJ1C tech-

nical lead in the Infrared Processing
Center, in the laboratory's Meta] &
Ceramics Division ..He hold a doctorate

in materials science. witb a specialty in

'Capable of Iralliatingl 3.51 kWfcm2.. Oak IRidge
INationa'l Laboratory's p'I·lIsmal arc lamp' 'UI'OM
brilliantlv as it hardens ·steel wilhom hardeningl
tile entire workpiece. The lI·amp·s!hardening abil-
ity could be used on iniemllillflar teeth.

At Klingelnberg, Ihe point of
precision is to help you
your gear manufacturing:
cess and improve gear qual
with measuring systems that
are benchmarks for:
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radiantrinfrared proces iog of materials.

"We can get fuU hardness in our
material," Blue ays. "We can harden
tecl at up to a meter per minute."

The lamp can nm from 2% to 100%
of it radiant output and can eontinuou -
Iy vary that OIlIPUI, changing the power
level, in less than 20 milliseconds. Thus,

l:!rle lamp can com pens ale for different
thicknesses of metal and 'thereby provide
a constant ca e hardness,

Such radiant heating has very high heat
transfer efficience because there's no
intermediate material 10 absorb heat
between l1Ielamp and the workpiece.

AI 0, radiant heating can be precisely
controlled and isn't affected by process-
ing atmospheres.

Blue' prccessing faciliry 118, been
operable since spring I'999 and consi ts
of the high-inten ity plasma arc lamp, an
industrial robot and PC-based controls.

The lamp was ill erued about 29

yeaIS ago by VOrlek Industrie ..

• accuracy
• reliability
• maintainability
• flexibility
• performance
• and life cycle cosl.

for more informalion about
K.lingelnberg measuring
technology con locI:
Iliebherr Gear Technology Co.
1465 Woodland Drive
Saline, MI 48176-1259

"Up until about the last three years, it had
very limited use," Blue y of the lamp.
"Because of ilsrelMively siron life." He

explains that !.he life was measured in .Ioours.
B,Ul, according to Blue, Vonek

extended the lamp'. life to hundred of
hours by further developing th lamp's
anode and cathode.

The cost is .300,000 for the machin-
ery, with a 300,1)00 W;1lI lamp. Blue

says the cost is similar to induction heat
treating.

Since it became operable, Blue ha
tested his process to determine possible
applications. including hem treatment of
flat-stock powder metal parts.

B'IIt, he hasn't used his process 0,1'\

gears, so he has DO data about hear-treat-
ing them. But, he does have data about
hent-trealing reel, and gears are steel.

"Then you're just ralkmg about
geometry," Blue says,

Besides not developingltis process
for gears. he also hasn't talked 10 anyone

fox:
www.poinloFprecision.com
info@pointofprecision,com

about developing it for gears.
l:r a gear manufacturer came to him,

though, Blue says he might develop his

process for gears. Also,lh laboratory
ha programs Cor working with commer-
cial ergenizuuens 10 develop proce ses
Ithey need.

Blue estimates it woul!d take a year to
develop his process tc heat-treat gears.
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TeU Us What Yoa Think ...

II you found this column of interest
and/or useful, please circle 321.
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Tltis Ipaper was origi-
naUy presented at thel
4th World Congress on
G,earingl and P.ower

Transmission in Paris.

March. 1999.

movements (Ref. 3):

• Cutting movement of tool,
• Rotary movement of cutter and workpiece, and

• Radial movement of cutler.
Basically. there are jhree in-feed proce e

that may be distinguished by radial movement
(Fig. ]) (Ref. 4):

Plung.ing without floUing movement. In
plunging without rolling. radial. in-feed is effect-

ed without a manti 1I1movement of 1001 and work-

piece. Radial feed remain constant throughout
in-feed. After Ihe in-feed depth has been reached.
the gear is rolled out once at tooth depth, where-
by the rolling feed is relatively low, due 10 the
large overlap of tool and. workpiece.

Plunging WiJIl rolling movement. In plung-
ing with a rolling movement, the in-feed rate of

the tool and the in-feed depth are achieved with
simultaneous turning of the tool andthe work-
piece, whereby the roUillg angle covered is usual-
Iy Ie than 1.80°. Similar to plunging without
rolling, this proce s cause the teeth to be rolled
out eo in-feed. depth.

The radial in-feed processes of plunging with
and without rolling are among tile "conventional"
in-feed processes and are comparable in terms of
their characteristics. The radial and rolling feeds
are similar.

HeUcaJproce with degressiJle.control radi:.
ai/ted. The in-feed rateand in-feed depth in the
helical process with degre sive-control radial
feed is effected continuously over a number of

workpiece revolutions. The speed of radial feed

decreases over the rolling path, i.e, at the begin-
ning of machining, radial feed rate i high. and it
decrea es with increasing overlap of workpiece

and tool. That re lilts in a linear relationship
between radiaJ feed rate and time. The current
rolling feeds are higher by a factor of two or thre

compared with plunging with or without rolling.
with comparable main production times. That i
due to the [ower amount of radial feed.

The advantage of the helical in-feed proces

Dry Machining for
Gear Shaping

Jiirgen Schmidt. Oliver Doerfel ,and Andreas IHiihsam

Iarredueticn
Economic production i one of the main con-

cerns of any manufacturing facility, .In recent
years, cost increases and tougher statutory require-

ments have increasingly made cutting fluids a
problematic manufacturing and cost factor in met-
alworking, Depending on the cutting fluid, produc-
tion process and supply unit. cutting-fluid costs
may account for lip to 16% of workpiece co I. In
some cases, they exceed tool cost by many times

(Re[ I ).. The response by manufacturers is to
demand techniques for dry machining (Ref. 2).

Fundamentals of Cutting Kinematics
Gear shaping is one of the continuous gener-

ating processe in metal-cutting gear manufac-

ture. The arrangement of cutter and workpiece
during the haping process corresponds to the
configuration of a spur gear pair, with three

Ilda:I~ .. I!Ii!~.'
............... r-II

.J
J ©-©-
.11It IJ
"'". 1-JL- --iI )0

~ "...

___ 'Roil ........_!!.ooI."
----_._---_._---:
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_ 1YWoI...."s

---- ------- --,
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Fig. I-Radial in-feed processe« i.11 gear slmp.illg.

I 11__ -

compared with the processes mentioned above is
Fig. 2-Main parameters in geal' ~hapinKlapproacl!. that there is homogeneous tool load over the
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is a scientific employee ill
the mOJllifllcluring technolo-
8)1 group of the Chair and'
Institute of MorlJine Tools
and Production Science. A
mechanical engineer; he
works 0" delle/oping jlllIO-

lIalive ma1!lifacwring pmce-
comparison was based 0[1 equal main production in the subsequent investigations, dures for gearing, especially

times. The analysis showedlh_31, depending on the Tool'life ,"f/.olys.isin dry machilli.ng ..Tile pur- gear skiving.
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entire machining process. It is known that heli-

cal degressive radial in-feed causes cratering

wear of the too! face. while conventional radial
in-feed processes (plunging with or without

roiling)' cau e flank wear. The causes and opti-
mization strategies are presented in the numeri-

cal simulation.
Approa.ch

The aim here was to find a universally appli-

cable way of eliminating cutting fluids in gear
shaping processes. A two-part proce s has there-
fore been specified, based on the main process
parameters (Fig. 2). There are two. main sets of
parameters that influence wear and cuuing forces.

One set includes geometry-dependent parameters

thal directly affect chip eros section, which

influences CUlling forces and cutler wear. The
other set include '. parameters that have a direct

impact on cutting forces and wear, without. any

change in the chip cross sections. Both set of
parameters can be broken down into machining,

cutter and workpiece parameters, In order 1.0
achieve comprehensive optimization of gear
shaping, it is necessary (0 consider both the drip

cross sections and the technological parameters.
Keeping chip cross section constant, an

experimental process analysis was conducted to
analyze the influence of technological parameters
on We31' behavior and cutting forces, A numerical

imulation was done to systematically analyze the
cutting proces by a geometry-related model. to
determine and optimize the chip cro sections.
The results were u ed to. obtain assessment crite-
ria for chip cross, ections, and the model presen-
tation was then verified in experiment.

Experimental Process Analysis
The aim of the experimental process analysis

was 10 characterize the' influence 'of various tech-
nology parameter while maintaining con tant
chip cross section. Cutting force measurements
were used to analyze the loads occurring on the

cutter under different machining conditions, in
order to understand the process as a whole. The
resulting wear analy is was then used [0 deter-
mine form and wear amount, .0 the knowledge
could be used to improve coatings and optimize
cutter life in dry machining.

Cutting force measurements to optimiz.e tech»
R%gical dala. Cuning force measurements were
used to analyze the influe.nce of manufacmring
conditions 011 cutter load, both in the radial in-feed
techniques (plunging with and w.ithout .rolling) and

in gear cutting wiih degressive radial feed. The

Parameters
zl = z2 = 42. m = 3, b = 20 mm
Maleria]: 16 Mn Cr 5
cuning 1M!:.: ASP 30
COOl ing: TiN

Fig. 3-Cuttillg forte comparison ill dry machining.
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crater depth.

gear cutting process. dry machining increases cut-
ter load by up 10 25% (Figure 3).

In conventional gear culling processes
(plunge with or without rolling), the load increase

in dry machining is between 15% and 25%,
depending on the cutting parameters used (shown

with the example of cutting peed). In helical
degressive radial in-feed. the omission of cutting
fluid means thai increase in culling speed causes
considerably Ies increase in main cutting force
(about 5%). That is due to the high rolling feed,
with only short contact time between the 1001
and the chip. Also, the proportion of frictional
work in chip formation is small, The "lubricat-
ing" function of the cutting fluid only plays a
minor part under those contact conditions, The

cutting force measurements' how thai. the helical

degressive radial in-feed technique is more suit-
able for dry machining than the conventional' in-

feed processes. That technique is therefore used
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ing (Ref 6).

po e of the tool life analysis was to determine the
effect of cutting fluid and cutting speed on tool

life and workpiece quality. Further analysis was

conducted to show the potential of innovative
tool coatings.

Figure 4 shows lite .influence of cutting speed

and cutting fluid on crater depth, using the exam-
ple of tools coated with standard titanium nitride
(TiN). The figure shows that an increase of cut-
ting speed from 60' mlmin. to 75 m/min, (25%)
increases crater depth, regardless of lubrication

conditions. Extrapolating the values to a crater
depth of 100 prn, cuning speed increase reduces
tool life to 30% of the original level,

It is also Clear that. for the same cutting
speed. there is very little difference betwecn tool

life achieved in dry machining and conventional
cutting fluid application, For a specified tool life.
dry machining always gives less crater depth than
wet machining. The higher temperature of the

chip and the related shorter chip path also reduce
crater lip distances in dry machining. But, there is

110 premature breaking of the crater lip in dry
machining.

Influence of cOllting. Recent developments

in coaling technology have given major benefits

in cutler wear resistance (Ref. 5), Firstly. produc-
tion processes for coating manufacture have been
optimized, Secondly. new layer systems have
been developed and adapted to specific produc-
lion processes .. With that background in mind.
innovative layer systems have been examined to
determine suitability for the specific require-
ments of the gear shaping process, The aim of the
experimental. study was to achieve a major

increase in cutter life.

Apart from the commercially standard hard
layers-like chromium nitride (CrN), titanium

aluminium nitride (Ti,A1)N) and titanium car-

bonitride gradient (Ti(C,N)gmdielll)-lhe following
new ty-pes of coaling also were applied to the tools

and tested in experimental trials 10 determine pos-

sible increase in performance in gear shaping:

Ti(c'N) multilayer coaling. The titanium car-

bonitride multilayer coating was applied by an
optimized process. That involved frequent alter-
nation of TiN and Ti(C,N) layers in the multilayer

I
'i
i
i
i
i

deposit, with standard Iayer thicknesses (3l-1m) to
achieve low inherent stress, That resulted in
improved adhesion combined with good micro-
hardness, compared with the standard Ti(C,N)
gradient coatings (just one continuous transition

from TiN to Ti(C,N).
Solid lubricant layer (MoS2). The solid lubri-

cant layer molybdenum disulfide (MoS~) Oil the
cutting wedge wa intended to replace the cutting
fluid's "lubrication" function, The solid lubricant

layer featured a very low friction coefficient (11 =
0.04--0.09 with steel). The coating was applied in

a sputter process at low coating temperatures.

Hard coating layer + solid lubricant layer
(TiN+MoS2). This system separated the functions

at the cutting layer. with suitable combination of a
hard layer (e.g. TiN) as a base coating on the sub-
strate and a solid lubricant layer (MoS2) addition-

ally applied ill the hard coating, The hard coating
improved the wear behavior of the tool, while the
solid lubricant layer reduced friction between chip
8ndtool.

Figure 5 shows the effect of the layers

described above on cutter life in dry machining. A
comparison with uncoated tools shows that a hard
coating (e.g. TiN) always has a po itive impact on
tool life.

For identical cuning conditions, the different

standard coatings-Ti(C,N)gmdienl' (Ti.AI)N. TiN
and CrN-resulted in only minor differences in
tool life, There was only slight difference in crater

depths between these tools for a tool hfe of 450
tooth gaps cut The tools sputtered with MoS2 had
very unfavorable tool life. Wear lnve tigations
showed that the MoSzlayer was no (anger present
after cutting just a few tooth gaps. Further wear
depended on the substrate core, and the wear char-
acteristic was almost identical to that of uncoated
tools.

The use of TL +MoS2 coaled tools gave quite
different results. wit.h very favorable tool life.

Direct comparison with the standard coatings

showed that for 450 tooth gaps cut, the crater

depth was only half as great. Visual asse srnent of
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this coating system showed that. here again, the
MoS2 layer was no longer pre ent after cutting
just a few tooth gaps. The solid lubricant was
pre ent inlhe urface structure of Ih.eTiN layer,
as shown by metallographic examinations. A
combinarien of hard material and solid lubricant
layer gave double the tool life 011 extrapolation of
the wear curves.

A good wear characteri tic imilar to the
"combined layer" 'TiN+MoS2also was given by
'theTI(C.N) multilayer coated tools. The improve-
ment in coating methods means Ihat dry machin-
ing, like the TiN+MoSz layer. gives double the
tool life compared with. standard layers.
Numerical Simulation ,of 'Chip Cross Sections

The uperpo ition of tllle three main move-
ment combined with. the three-enning-edge tool
gives a wide range of chip cross ections ill gear
shaping. To improve the dry machining of a
workpiece, the chip' ClOSS sections have to be var-
ied. and optimlzedwirh a defined target magni-
rude. Purelyexperimental adjustment of chip
cross sections 10 each specific application
involves a great deal of effort. Experimental opti-
rnizarion of chip cross sections means a lot of
work for each eu tomer-specific gear design and
is not always an appropriate method,

The complexity of the situat ..ion makes it
e ential to use computer-aided optimization of
chip ero ections, based on analysis of the rela-
tion hip between workpiece and! tool geometry
and the machining parameters. A simulation pro-
gram has been created to permit personal-com-
purer-based mod!elling of the chip cross sections"
using a systematic and universal program struc-
ture, The simulation is based on knowledge of'the

existing tool geometry and of the exact move-
ment equations. dependent on in-feed method.
The chip cro: s sections can be shown by coupling
the geometry of the tool with the movement equa-
tions of the gear shaping process, andthe cut with
the respective workpiece contour, whereby the
kinematics of the gear shaping process are shown
by coordinate transformation between differena
reference coordinate ystems. That coupling
gives the chip cross sections of the process and
the derived cnjp attributes. Chip cross sections
are determined for a given workpieeeztool geom-
etry and for pecified machinmg parameter, and
evaluation is done on the basis of chip attributes
(e.g, area, maximum chip thickness) and chip
shape.

Comparison of in·feed proce ses. Figure 6
shows the major drip attribute. of the radial in-
feed processes (plunging with or without roIling),

and helical degressive radial in-feed. For plung-
ing with rolling. one tool. tooth is considered.
rolling into the workpiece at in-feed depth.
Comparison of the characteristic of maximum
chip thickness shows that plunging w.ith rolling
gives the values for chip thickness maxima that
are several times lower than for helical degressive
in-feed. That is because the rolling feed in the
process is smaller by a factor of three or four.
Helical degressive in-feed gives only a small
amount of radial feed in the individual rotations,
and yet maximum chip thicknessesare still very
great. That means that the division of in-feed
depth over a number of machining rotation has
only minor influence on maximum chip thick-
ness.

Accordiag to Victor (Ref. 7), the chip thick-
ness (alongside chip width and specific cutting

force) is a major parameter for the amplitude of
the cutting force, and thus has a direct inlliucllcc
on tool wear. For every individual chip cross sec-
tion, it is pos ible to analyze the characteristic of
chipthickness along the developed ab clute cut-
ting edge length of the tool. The large number of
chip thicknesses in the manufacture of a gear pro-
duces a whole host of information, too much to
analyze. A cumulative presentation of chip thick-
nesses is therefore used here. described as chip
thickness total, the total cutting edge load occur-
ring at the various tool cutting edge. The charac-
teristic of chip thickness total for one cutter tooth
is obtained by adding the respective chip thick-
nes characteristics of each chip cross section.
The distance between two characteristics ill
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Fig. 7-0ptimi<.alion of chip cross sections.
Figure 6 thus shows the chip thickness for one
chip.

Comparison of the calculated chip thickness
totals shows very clearly why plunging with
rolling gives wear on the flank at the transition
zone from the tooth head to the end of the flank.
The low gear shaping feed means that the major

cases, this optimized data set considerably
reduces maximum chip thicknesses. Validation in
the cutting test shows that optimization of tech-
nology data can increase cutter life by 80%. Tills
shows just what potential there is in optimiziog
chip cross sections. In order to improve wear form
and wear amount, it therefore makes sense to COIl-

duct a computer-aided analysis of chip cross sec-
tions in advance, in the course of production plan-
ning.

Summary
Dry machining is currently one of the most

widely discussed subjects ill metal cutting. due to
issues of ecology, economics and industrial health
and safety.

A two-part approach has been chosen, derived
from the main parameters of the gear shaping
process. Experimental investigations showed that
optimization of cutting conditions will already
permit dry machining with conventional coatings.
Targeted improvement of the layer made it possi-
ble to double tool life. Numerical simulation of

part of the workpiece gap is cut by the incoming chip cro
flank and the tooth head. In the transition zone
between tooth head and end of flank, the overall
result is only very thin chips, which cause fric-
tional wear on the flank. Due to the small amount
of rolling feed, thai wear is not caused by chip
formation. but can be attributed to the crushing of
thin chips ..The overall cutting edge load for heli-
cal degressive radial in-feed is characterized by
uniform loading of incoming and outgoing flank.
which causes crater wear development without
wear of the flank.

A comparison of the in-feed processes shows
a strategy for definition of goals to optimize in-
feed parameters:
• Uniform loading of incoming and outgoing
flank areas to achieve crater wear on the tool,
• Reduction of maximum chip thickness to reduce
wear on the a sumption of "crater wear forma-
tion." and
• Avoidance of very thin chips.

Optimizat.iouo/ ch.ip cross seaions, The
major technological data of helical degressive
radial in-feed were varied with the goal of crater
wear formation and thus constant tool quality
during cutter life.

Figure 7 shows tile aggregated chip thickness
and the resulting maximum chip thicknesses for a
standard technology data set. and an optimized
data set, in comparison. Uniform loading of
incoming tool flank and outgoing tool flank gives
crater wear of the tools (compare chip thickness
aggregation). Compared with landard machining

ections can be used to analyze wear
form and nearly halve tool wear.

The two-part approach used here makes it pos-
sible to adapt a wide range of workpiece geome-
tries to the changed parameters of dry machining,

Further investigation will be required 10 determine
how far existing machine tool concepts are suit-
able for dry machining. 0
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tures basic machinery components, including 100 e gears, speed
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mi ion, oth r type of exhibits are expected to include electri-
cal power tran mi sian. internal combustion engines and small
gas turbine • and molion control technology and product . For
more information, contact one of the following people. For
China, Hone Kcongand Taiwan, contact Judy Zihu of Hannover
Fairs China Ltd.-Shanghai by telephone at (86) 21-6886-3286
or bye-mail at soonghai@lljchina.cQm. For Europe and (he

nited Slales, contact Carsten Fricke of Deut cbe Mes e AG
by telephone at (49) 5 J]-89-32-]13 or by e-mail at
carsrell·fricke@messe.de.

Noy. 15-17-J ME: In&.emational Conference on Motion
and Power Transmissions. ACROS Fukuoka, Fukuoka, Japan.
Technical papers presented wiU cover a variety of gear-related
topics. Conference include forum on future of gears ill the 21st
century, Conference's official language is English. Papers
should be written and pre ented in Engli b. Spon ored by !he
machine design andtribology division of the Japan Society of
Mechanical Engineers. For more information. contact the con-
ference secretariat by ending e-mail message I!O secretariat
@MPT2001.rnech,kyushu-u.(Jc.jp.

Nov. 2~teels Day. COTUS Engineering Steels, Rotherham,
England.Theeminar i meant Ito provide gear designers and
manufacturers w.ilh the latest information on the production and
properties o:f modem. engineered teels, The seminar will cover
secondary steelmaking and continuou casting, cleanness and
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information. visit the British Gear A sociation' website at
wwn.:bga.org.llk.
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PROfiLE SHIIFT

Profile Shift in External Parallel-
Axis Cylindrical Involute Gears

Phillips D. Roc~kwen

Introduction
Early in the practice of involute gearing, virtuallyal] gears

were made with the teeth in a standard relationship to the refer-
ence pitch circle. This has the advantages that any two gears of
the same pitch. helix angle and pressure angle can operate
together, and that geometry calculations are relatively imple, It
was soon realized, though, that there are greater advantages to

be gained by modifying the relationship of the teeth to the ref-
erence pitch circle. The modifications are called profile shift.
Advantages include:
I. Ability to balance bending fatigue life of pinion and gear.
2. Ability to balance specific liding on either side of the pitch

point, Balanced specific sliding maximizes pitting resistance.
3. Ability to balance (and therefore minimize) peak contact

nash temperatures on either side of the pitch point This min-
imizes the probability of scuffing.

4. Ability to avoid or reduce undercut on pillions with small
numbers of teeth.
Item 4 will generally not be necessary unless there is some-

thing special about the application that requires a sma.lInumber
of teeth, Normally, in good gear design practice, pinions that

have a tooth number approaching the minimum to avoid under-

cut are not used-they have large teeth, high specific sliding,
and are prone to scuffing failure (Ref. 4, p. 12). Unles there are
special requirements for the application, optimal design usually
will give a number of pinion teeth well above the minimum to
avoid undercut. The algorithm pre enred in this article does not
attempt to determine optimum tooth numbers . For a procedure
to determine optimum pinion tooth numbers, see Reference 4.

Gears with profile shift can be made with. the same methods
and tooling as standard gears, namely bobbing or shaping with
rack cutters or pillion cutters. This article deals only with rack
cutters and hobs, (The parameters for rack cuttersare the same
as those for hobs.)

There is some confusion in the gear engineering communi-
ty regarding profile shift, particularly with regard to the need
for tip shortening and the size of generated root circles. Thi
article wit! clarify some of the issues that may be causing con-
fusion, and it will give a:n algorithm For deriving tip radii and
other parameters after certain parameters have first been estab-
lished.

Europeans have established consistent gear terminology and
symbols, so in this article-for the most part-European gear

terminology and symbols will be used. See Tables I, 2 and 3.

I - Table 1-Svmbols -

Symb!ll
a

r;
r.
fb

'I
,S

ss;
u
Xl (XZ)
Xgl (xg21
Z, (121
a
f3

Units
mm or inches
mm or inches
mm or inches
mm or inches

mm or inches,

mm or inches
mmor inches
mm or inches
mm or inches
mm or inches
mm or inches
mm or inches
mm or inches
mm or inches

Oeseriptioll
Operating center distance-the actual center distance a,t which the gears are mounted.
Reference center distance-the center distance the gears would be mounted at if they were standard gears.
Pinion tip clearance-the distance from the pinion tip circle to the gear root circle. measured: along the line of centers.
Gear tip clearance=the distance from the gear tip circle to the pinion root circle'. measured along the line of centers.
Total normal finish allowance per side. normalized.
Normal finish allowance per side built into tool. normalized.
Addendum-the radial distance from Vhe reference pitch circle to the tip circle.
Pinion tool addendum-the distance from the tool reference line to the tips of the tool teeth. normalized.
Gear tool addendum-the distance from the tool reference line to the tips of the tool teeth. normalized.
Involute function-takes radians as argument
Normal operating circular backlash. normalized.
lip shortening coefficient, normalized.
Normal module.
Normal base pitch.
Transverse base pitch.
Reference pitch radius.
Opera~ing pitch radius.
lip radius.
Base radius.
Hoot radius.
Circulsr tooth thickness.
Normal tooth thinning for backlash at reference radius. normalized.
Gear ratio.
Pinion [gear) profile shift coefficients.
Pinion [gear) rack shift coefficients.
Pinion [gear) number of teeth.
Pressure angle.
Helix angle.
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IPROFllES'HIIFT 1-------------111
Table 2-Subscripts

-----

Influence of Profile Sllirt
For at given normal module, normal pre sure angle, refer-

ence helix angle and number of teeth, the b se circle radius does
not change, regardle of whether the gear Ita profile shift.
Since 'Ihe base circle radiu doe n 'I change, the involutes also
do not change. What does change. h wever. is the part of the
involute that i u ed as the active profile, and the circumferen-
tial spacing of the involute (base pitch remains constant), Willll
positive profile shifl.. !lie part of Ilhe involute thai, is used as the
active profile is farther out 011 the involute. which means the
average radiu of curvature of the' profile is larger. reducing
contact tre es lightly. Furthermore, the two involute ' that
form a. tooth, are spaced farther apart circumferentially, resulting
in a thicker. stronger tooth.

Limits for Profile ShJft
An upper limit on profile shift results from the fact that as

profiI shift increase, the lip of the gear tooth bee me nar-
rower. The generally accepted minimum for the normal tooth tip
width is 0.3 IIIn' A lower limil all profile shjfl results from the
fact lhal if profile shift decreases 'enough. the gear tooth will
become undercut during the generating process. While it is nol
unusual to approach the upper limit for profile, hift, there i
rarely any reason to approach the lower limit. The typical range
for profile shift coefficleru is:

-0.5 ~.Ii: S ~.O (Ref. 3, p, ] 55)
~na gearset where the sum of pinion and gear profile shifts

is po itive, operating center di Lance and pressure angle will be
greater than reference center distance and pressure angle.
Operating center di ranee lypi.caJly does nOI. exceed reference
center distance by more than 4% (Ref. 3, p. 76). If the reference
pressure angle is 20·. the operating pressure angle will typical-
ly not exceed 30·.

ruIIne 0I1111nd11d ra::t:
run 01rack will pratIberanaI an:.I wih

. _ 'lhinned for finish sIDck aDowanoe,

Fig', 1 Terms and s·,mbals related to the too'l.

Eq.l

w

at Ireference pitch radius
tool
pinion
g,Bar
addend um ortip
base
root
g,enerating rick
normal
transverse
at operating pitch radius

(none)
QI,
2
8
b
f
g
n'

For radii, looth thicknesses,
pitch es, helix an9las and prassure
IIngl'es: If no subscri pI is presenl
indicating a particular radius, the
parameter applies, at the reference
pitch radius.

______ _ Table 3-Torminologv

Tenninologlf used in Ibis Irlic'I'a Olber I nninolog,V' used for tile
uma' param.eter

---- Addendum modification
Hob offsat
Cutter offset
Correction

Pressure angle Profile an!l~ _
Reference Stands rd

1--;;;-:-:-=::::-::--------- Generaun-:
r-pp_eratina Working ~ _

lip radius lip circle radius
Outside radius
Addendum radius
IBasecircle radiu·s-------II
Addendum shortemnjJJ:oBl1lclenL
Unear
!Rack da-:'tu-m--;-:Iin-e-------II

JaclUlitch""d""in;=;e.,,- _
Surface'durabilrty

Profi Ie shift

~ase radiu~ ... . .r-:'i shortening coefticllul1 _
Transverse
Rack reference lin

Pitting resistan CI
- ----

Explanations of terms:
1.IReferenc:e;This liS ltie term used In Europe 'for what Amencans have his-
torically called! "standard." When applied to ,8 gear, it means "at the refer-
ence pitch radius" or "atthe ,standardpitch radius: IForexample, "reference
helix angle'" means helix anglesl. the reference [or standardl pitch radius,
Z. Reference Line: The referenc·e line of the stand'lIrdgenerating rack is the
line a.longwhich the tooth thicknesses and tooth spaces are both equal to
112althe raickpitch. (The rack normal pitch is equal to It m.. IThe reference
line of the' manufacturing tool [rack cutter or hobl is the line along which
the tool tooth thicknesses and tooth spa,ces were both equal to 112of the
rack pitch before the tool teeth were thinned for finish stock allowance.
3.1"rofile :Sbift& IP,wlih" :Shih Coefficient Profile' shift coefficient is the dis-
tance from the reference line of the standard generating !rack to the refer-
ence pitch circle of a gear in tight mesh with 'the rack, for a normal module
01to, The profile, shift coeHicientis positive' if the reference line of the stan-
dard generating rack IS fartfier from the center of the gear than the refer-
ence pitch radius, lind negative if the reference line of the standard gener-
ating,rack is closer to the center of the gear ltian the reference pitch radius.
Profile shift. without the term ·coefficient," refers to either.
a. The g.eneral concept 01 shifting lIle standard generating rack reler-

errca line of! the gear reference pitch circle. or
b. The distance. in units oi lang~lh,that the standard generating Irack ref·

'Brence line ,isshifted oHthe gaa.r reference' pitch circle, with sign con-
ventions as,for profile shift coefficient

'4.IRac'kShift & Rack Shift Co fficient 'Rackshift coefficient is the distance
from l:I1ereference line of the manufacturing tcclfrack cutter Dr hobl to the
r'eference pitch circle of l:I1eg.earbeing,machined, for II normal module of
1.0', The sign conventions are the same as for profile shift coefficient Rack
shift, without the term "coeffieiant," raters to either:
a. The general concept of shifting the manufacturing, tool (rack cutter or

hob) reference line off the gear reference pitch circle, or
b, The distance, in units of length, that the manufa.cturing tool [rack cut-

ter or hob] reference line is,shifted off the gear reference pitch circle.
with 5ig II conventions as for profile shift coefficient

file rack shift & rack shift coelfie ient will typic ally be slightly different than the
prome shift ,i profile shift coaffic ienl Tooth thinning considerations will tend
to' make the rack shift less than the profile sl'tift, and finish stock allowance
can tend to make the rack shift mO~Bthan or lessthan tha profile shift.
5. Normalized: A dimensionless value expressed as a multiple or fraction
of normal module. fo obtain a narmalizeclllalue from a non-normalized
value, divide the nen-ncrmalisad value (which will be in millimeters or inch-
esl by the normal! module'.or multiply it bVthe diametral pitch.
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PROFIL!E SHiff

closer to the center of the gear if the tooth thinning of the
rack is greater than the exact amount necessary for finish

allowance; the rack will need to be moved farther From the

center of the gear if the tooth thinning of the rack is less than
the exact amount necessary for finish allowance.

Optimum Profile Shirt
]I the center distance is not fixed by the application. the

designer is free to use negative, zero or positive values for pro-
file shift coefficient for either pinion or gear,and the pinion and
gear profile shift coefficients are nat required to have any par-

ticular mathematical relationship to each other. It is common for
pinion profile shift to be positive, to thicken and strengthen the
pinion teeth, and for gear profile shift to be negative, to slight-
ly thin the gear teeth, thereby balanciog bending strength with
the pinion teeth. Another advantage of positive shift in the pin-
ion and negative shift. In the gear is that this combination

increases recess action for speed reducers, resulting in a
smoother-running gearset (Ref. 3, pp. 163, 164). However,

recess action becomes approach action if the gear drives the

pinion. Therefore, profile shift must be used with caution for
20 NOVEMBERI'DECEMBER .2001 • GEAR TECHINOLOGY • www.ge;;rl.n;hnoJo(/y.com • www.pow.u/ransmi$sion.com

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate what can happen when excessive

profile shift is u ed,

III Figure 2, positive profile shift.eliminated undercut on a
pinion that would have been undercut without positive profile

shift, but the profile shift was 'excessive. It resulted in a tooth tip

width of 0.111 m,,-much below the recommended minimum of
0.3 Inn' With a larger number of teeth or less positive profile
shift, the tip narrowing would not be as severe.

In Figure 3, a pinion is shown that would not be undercut

with zero or positive profile shift. A large negative profile shift
was used, resulting in severe undercut

Rack Shift
The concept of rack shift is introduced to accommodate the

fact that the manufacturing tool may be at a different location

Spur gear
20 degree normal pressure angle
16,teeth
0.9 rack shift coefficient
No tip shortening
1.25 normalized tool addendum
0.20 normalized tool tip radius
Standard rack (tooth space" tooth thickness along rack reference linel

Fig. 2-bcessive promel shift results lin narrow tooth tip width.

Spur gear
20 degree normal pressure angle
19 teeth
-{J} rack shift coefficient
No tip shortening
1.25 normalized tool addendum
020 normalized tool tip radius

: Standard rack (tooth space = tooth thickness along rack reference line)

.Fig..3-Lar!ge negative profi.le shift results insever'e undercut

than the theoretical standard generating rack. The gear's perform.-
ence in terms of pitting resistance and scuffing resistance is

based on the location of the theoretical standard generating rack,

but for practical manufacturing and operating considerations-

as explained below-the manufacturing t001 usuaUy mu t be at

a different location than the theoretical standard generating rack.

If a pair of gears were made 10 exact profile hiJt with a
standard generating rack, and mounted. at exact theoretical cen-

ter distance, there would be no backlash=the gears would be in
tight mesh. In practice, finished gear teeth must be lightlythin-
ner than they would be if manufactured to the exact profile shift,
to allow backlash, therebypreventing binding and interference.
This is accomplished by shifting the generating rack in toward!
the center of the gear by a predetermined amoum, For purposes

of pressure angle calculations and pitting resistance, the gear
still performs exactly the ame as it would if it were at exact

profile shift-the involutes and tip radii have not changed: the
involutes of any given tooth are just circumferentlally closer
together. The tooth thinning does, however, weaken the tooth

slightly with regard to bending strength; ISO and AGMA rat-

ings take this into account.
If the teeth are to be finished after bobbing by grinding or

shaving, extra stock must be left to allow for this finishing.
There are three situations that must be considered in this rega:rd:
a. A standard rack is used, so the rack must be shifted away

from the center of the gear to leave stock for finishing;

b. A rack with teeth thinned by the exact amount. necessary for

finish allowance is used, so no change in rack position is
necessary for finish allowance; and

c. A rack with thinned teeth is used, but the teeth are not

thinned by the exact amount necessary for finish allowance.
III this case, the rack win have to be . hifted either clo er to

or farther from the center of the gear to get the correct
amount of finish allowance, The rack will need to be moved

http://www.pow.u/ransmi$sion.com


PROF:lLESHiFf
speed increa ers, whichare often designed with profile shift to
balance pecific sliding. When optimized for pitting resistance,
bending strength ami. scuffing resistance. the sum of pinion and
gear profile shifts is nearly always zero or positive. While opti-
mum profile shifts for these criteria are rarely identical. they
typically are not far apart, if the pinion has an adequate number
of teeth (Ref. 4). Also, while the designer must decide which
parameters are '1.0 be favored in term of optimum profile shift.
none of them will be far off optimum. This article does not
address optimization of profile hift coefficients. For optimiza-
tion of profile shift coefficients. see Reference 4, Annex A.

Ti.p Shortening
Thereare three tooth length option. in common use:

L Full-length teeth (no tip shortening),
2. Standard working depth. and
1. Standarcl tip-to-root clearance.

Options 1 and 2 sometimes do not give adequate tip-to-root
clearance when the operating center di tance i ' significantly
greater than the standard center distance. so the algorithm is
based on option 3,: standard tip-to-root clearance. Standard tip-
to-root clearance means that the normalized tip-to-root dear-
alice will be equal to the normalized 1001 addendum minus 1.00.

Exam.pIe that De.monstratesthe Need for Tip Shortening
When profile shift is used. the sum of tile two profile shifts

is almost always zero or positive. When the sum of tile two pro-
file shifts is positive, the operating center distance is greater than

the standard center distance. but not by as much as the sum of the
profile shifts. Table 4 showstwo different configurations of a 5-
diametral-pitch (O.20"-module) spur gear pair: one configuraaon
w:ithout profile shift, the other configuration with profile shift.

The equations used to determine the center distance in tile
last column of Table 4 are nDIshown in this article, but can be
found in. Reference 1. page 47 (equations 72-73). The equations
require the use of the inverse involute function, which can be
found in Reference 2, page 6.6 (equations 6.25-6\.29).

In the last column. the lip and root radii of both pinion and
gear have grown. The pinion radiu ha grown by '0.18", and
gear radius ha grown by 0.14", for a total of 0.18" + 0.14" =
0.32". Hilt the center di ranee has only increased by 6.78" -

Table 4-Tip Shorteninq Example

I

Pinion tooth number
Gear tooth number

I Module linches)
Reference pressure ang,leIdegrees)
Generating tool: normalized addendum

25
4U

0.20
2D

1.25

Gearael
withoul

profile shift
0.100
0.00

U500
3.1500
2.7000
4,2000
6.!lOOO

Gearael:
witb

pl1!lile s'hifl
0.90
0.10

2.4300
3.8900
2.8800
4.3400
!6.7800

'Pinion profile, shift coefficient
Gear profile shift coeflicient
Pinion root circle radius tinchasl
Gear root circle radius (inches)
P,iniontip radius, unshortened (inches)
Gear tip radius, unshortened (inches)
Operating center distance (inches)
Pinion tip '[unshol1ened)to gear

root circle clearance [lnehes]
Gear tip (unshortened) to pinion

root circle clearance Iinches)

0.0500

0.05010

10.0100

0.011010
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Cylkro,® face .g,ea.rgrinding 'foralltomotive

Higher gear qualities and red uetlon of noise
are just two of the reasons why Crown Gear
decided to develop a grinding precess for its.
Cylkro® face gears.

Especia'l~ythe ,automotive Industry. with
appl katlons such as rear axle drives and
differential drives. will benefit from ground
Cylkro® face gears.

Reductions in size and weight" less noise. smooth
running and low maint.enance.The Cylkro®face
gear technology combines it all,
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PR:OfILE SHIFT
6.50" = 0.28". a the tip-to-root clearances have been reduced by !
0.32" - 0,28" = 0.04". The new clearance are only 1),01" for a I
5-DP gearsetl The e are dangerou ly low lip-to-root clearances. !
and they indicate a higb probability of tip-to-fillet interference. t

With certain combinations of parameters, the tips of unshort- i ations, Rack shift equations give rack shift coefficients for cut-

ened gear teeth. CCln actuall» theoretically fie below the root cir- I
cle of the mating gear. Tins is why tip shortening is necessary !
when profile shift is used. The algorithm below includes equa- !
lion for lip hortening, The results of tip ·I:\onen.ing are given in i
terms of shortened addenda and tip radii. I

Subtletie come up when considering tip shortening in gears I
with finish stock allowance left on. In Europe. it is standard ~ •
practice to use a tool (rack cutter or hob) that has teeth thinned i •
by the exact amount needed to leave the de ired amount of stock

for finishing, This means that the tool does not have 10 be shift-
ed atall for finish stock allowance, However. the rack still gets

hifred inward for gear tooth thinning. This inward shift results
in a reduced root radius. The tip hortening equations (Eqs,

26-28) use the profile sllift coefficients rather than the rack shift; •

coefficients, Tile reduction of root rsdiu mean the clearance

obtained i lightly greater than assumed by the tip shortening

operating center di lance when profile !lift coefficients are

already established for both pinion and gear. The procedure can

be found in Reference 1, pages 46-47.
The algorithm gives tooth thicknesses after final finish oper-

ting teeth with extra material left for finish allowance, but equa-
tions for tooth thicknesses before finishing are not given. If
tock allowance for fmisrung is not required,fnl andfn2 should

be . el [0 zero, Uthe rack teeth have not been thinned for stock

allowance for fini hing./..o1 3ndf..o2 11OU.ldI beet to zero.
The algorithm calculates the follow.ing:

Radii: reference. operating, base, root and tip;
Reference center distance:
Tooth thicknesses: reference. operating and lip;
Generating rack shift coefficients;

Pressure angles: transverse reference,
transverse operating and tip;

Helix. angle : base, operating andtip:

normal operating.

Ba e pitches: normal and transverse;

Sum of profile shift coefficients:

Gear profile hift coefficient. ~;
equation . Thi difference wiU be seen in the results of the clear- Tipshortening coefficient;
ance equations (Eq . 3]-32), which willI be greater than haD • Addenda;

minu 1.00, if tile rack shit! is Ie than the profile hift. This • Tip-to-root clearances; and
Tooth thinning for backlash.

but il does give correct results for t.ip 8borleningand tip-.to-root ,

clearance. Regardless of whether the rack shift coefficients or I f..ol,fn02
the profile shift coefficients are used in the lip shortening equa- !

lions. the results of the root radius equations (Bqs. 24-25) and
the clearance equations (Eqs, 31-32) will 'be correct, because

increase in clearance is not seen as a problem.
A problem does arise, though, when the generating rack

teeth have been thinned by less than the amount required for fin- Inn

ish stock allowance. In this case, the generating rack has to be ! Zl' '2
shifted inward for tooth thinning and outward for finish stock ~ f3
allowance. If the outward shift for fini II stock allowance is I a~
greater than the inward shift for tooth thinning. the root radiu l Xl

will be larger than assumed by the tip: hortening equations, and

reduced rip-eo-roor clearances will result. One solution to this jnl
problem is to use the rack shift coefficients rather than tile pro-
file hifl coefficients in the tip hortening equations (Eqs,

26--28). This elution has the unfortunate result that tip shorten-
ing become a function of fini h lock allowance and backlash,

they use the rack shift coefficients.
There i a price to be paid for tip shortening, because it results

in smaller gear tip radii and reduced contact ratio. but this takes .
back only a mall portion of what is gained. by using profile shift. !

Amgorithm !
If the algorithm does not yield a satisfactory gear profile I

shift coefficient. X2' and it is acceptable to change the helix i
angle, changing the helix angle will change the pinion and gear 1
reference and base mdii, thereby also changing the gear profile 1

- ,
shift coefficient. The helix angle call be changed iteratively until j

- !

a satisfactory gear profile shift coefficient is obtained. There is I
another procedure. not addressed in thi article. which yields i

The user must provide the following parameters:

Normal module.
Number of teeth for pinion and gear.
Reference helix angle.

ormal pressure angle.
Pillion profile shin coefficient.

Operating center distance.
Baekla h in the norma] plane due to pinion tooth

thinning. normalized.
Backlash in the normal plane due to gear teoth thin-

ning, normalized.

Total stock allowance per side for finishing, in the
normal pla~e, normalized.
Stock allowance per side for finishing. in the normel
plane. buill into the tool, normalized.

11<101.11,.02 Tool addenda, normalized.
It is assumed the addendum of a standard gear looLh without

profile shift before Lip shortening is 1.00 "'II"
Units are defined in Table I. Note tJ131 manyparameters are

dimensionless becau e they are normalized (expres ed as a frac-
tion or multiple of normal module).

For those who are. more familiar with diametral pitch, the
algorithm still can be used by first converting normal diametral

pitch to normal module with the following equation:

Normal Module
Eq.2Normal Diametral Pitch

For example, 4 Normal Diametral Pilch = 0.25" Normal
Module,
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_____ 11PROF,ILE SHIFT
The involute function is used several times in the algorithm.

The involute function is defined as follows:
inv a = tan a - a Eg.3

where the angle 0: is in radians.
The algorithm applies '10 external parallel-axis spur and heli-

cal gear ets only. For purpo es of this algorithm. spur gear are
considered helical gear with O· helix angle,
Gear ratio:

z
u= .:.l

%1 Eq.4
Pinion refereacepitch radius:

_ ZI·m"
Ij-

I 2.cos!3

Gear reference pilCh radius:
r2 ='j ·U

Pillion operating pitch radius:

!Eq.5

q.6

!Eq. 7
Gear operating pitch radius:

r;.,~=a-I" ....I Eq.8

'Iran verse reference pres lire angle:

(
tana )u, = arctan - ~.
cos~ Eq.9

Pinion base radiu :
rbl "" 'i .cosc, Eq .. 10

Gear base radius:

Eq. 11
NOITl1al'base pitch:

PH = mw·1t ·cosan

Transver e base pitch:
Bq.112

Eq.13
Base helix angle:

Eq. [4

Transverse operating pressure angle:

{
". +1: )a.. '"ucco bl aU

Normal operating pressure angle:
a ... = arcsin(cos p~.sin a.. )

Sum of profile shift coefficients:

2:x =%1 -i-z.2_. in" a ... - ill\! a,
2 tan aN

Gear profile hift coefficient
x] = !:x-x.

Reference center distance:
ad"'" 1j + r2

Pinion tooth thinning for backlash:
...~ . all
L» =] .,.-

.. I. _,<I a

Eq .. 15

Eq.16

Eq. [7

Eq.18

Eq.19

6q.20
Gear tooth thinning for backlash:

..... . ad.u·'N2 = J"2 '- a Eq.21
CIRCI.E 153
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Transversepressure angle at pinion tooth tip:

a""l ee arcco{, rbl)
t:~J

Transverse pressure angle at gear tooth tip:

a ..l ;;;;;arcco{r~2)
'Ql

Pinion transverse tooth 11{:... , width:

3m! = rol' :u.+2.(inva, -inv,a«l))
Ii

Geartransverse tooth tip width:

San '" rd1 -( ;22 +2.(in" a, -inv a ..l))

Pinion helix angle at tip radiu :

Pal'" arcl.} tanPb J
....\cosa.,l Eq.41
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Pinion rack hift coefficient:
,_ ,As", /"1 - /..01X I - Xl - + ,;;...;,;,;.....,.;;".;=.

I 2.tana-" tan un
11m coefficient

s: = x _ As"2 + f~2 - foOl
.22 2.tana tan a

I!I . !II

,

Eq.22 i

I
IEq.23 j

~
IBq, 24 !

IEq.,25 i

I

:::: I
i

Eq.28 I

Eq
29

1

Eg.30 !

!
Eg.3] !

~nion ,rool. radiu :

r,1 = Ii - m, . ,(halll - X,I)

Gear reor radi II :

'n ='2 - ffln • (ha02 - Xg2)

Tip shoneningcoeffieient:
a-,o,

k=I:x---"
m.

Shortened pinion addendum:
hul "" nI•• (1+ Xl - IC)

Shortened gear addendum:
hg2 = m•. (I + x2 - k)

Pinion tip radius:

Lip ,radius:G

Pinion tip to gear root circle clearance:
Cl2 ""0-1' ..1-1'/2

Gear tip to pinion root eircle clearance:
e21 "" a - rGl - rjl Eq, 32

Pinion normal circular tooth thickness at reference pitch radius:

S.I =», {%+2'X!.tanan -&nl) Eq.33
Gear normal circular tooth thickness at reference pitch radius:

S.2 == m," -( -i+2·:r2• lana. - M.2 ) Eg. 34
Pinion transverse circular tooth Ihicknessat reference pitch
radiu : s..1

5'1=--,cosp Eq..35

Gear [ran verse circular tooth thickness at reference pitch
radiu 5

S - ..22----
, COS fJ Eq.36

Eq.37

Eg.38

Eq.39

Eq.40

Gear helix angle at. tip radius:

P'l = arct.nn( tan. P~J
cosa.,l

Pinion normal tooth lip width:
s...l = 9"'1 'COSP~I

Gear normal. tooth 'lip width:
5'.... = 9",1' COSPaz

Eq.42

Eq.43

Eq.44
Pinion transverse circular tooth thickness at operating pitch

radiu : - (' II 2 t; • -)J
S...I - ' .. I' -;:: + -un a, -In,' a..., Eq, 45

Gear transverse circular tooth thickness at operating pitch

- . (9'2 2 (. . )J$"'1 ='",1" -;;+ .,mVQ,-:rnva .. ·
radius:

Eq.46

Operating helix angle:

P.. = &Ictan( Ian I!b )
cosa.. Eq.47

Pinion normal circular tooth thickness at operating pitch radius:
S .."I =9 ..<1 • COS P..n Eq. 48

Gear normal circular loom thiekne s at operating pitch radius:
9""1=9,,u·COS·P.. Eq.49
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" 1INDUSTRY INIEWS _

Gleason, Mahr Team Up On
Gear-Metrol'o9V Products

Glea on Corp. and Mahr GmbH
allied with each other to develop, pro-
mote, sen and service gear-metrology
product around the world. according to
a press release.

Effective Jan. 1, 2002. Gleason will
be responsible worldwide for selling and
supporting Mahr's gear-metrology prod-
ucts, including Mahr's double-flank roll

testers and its gear-specific version of its
PRIMA~Rinspection system.

Also, the two companies will work
together to develop new products to
expand the current line of gear-metrolo-
gy products. The products sold under the
alliance will have the brand name
"Glea on Mahr."

David J. Bums, Gleason's president
and COO, said he was confident that
combining Gleason'scapabilities in gear

AfW Systems Co. announces, that it is now a
manufacturing source of spiral gear roughing
and finishing cutters and bodies.

We also can manufacture new spiral
cutter bodies in diameters of 5" through 12"
at present.

AfWcan also suppl,y roughing and finishing
cutters for most 5"-12" diameter bodies.

Whether it's service Of' manufacturing, con-
sider us as an alternative sou rce for cutters
and bodies.
YOU'll bein for a pleasant surprise.

INEW! !lob and Shaper C!!t1er Resharpening
I is now availabl'e at AMI Systems Company Royal Oak, Michigan 48067

Tel: (248) 544-3852· Fax:: (248) 544-3922
/lU/lUlIlIlllllIIlIIItlUUlllltlnmllllnlllmmnnmnmlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllflllllllllllltrlllmflnnlllmnDlnnllllllll1ll

CIRCLE. 116

In.ductoheat H'ires N'ew IDirector of
Gear-H'ardening ;Development

Inductoheat Inc. hired
Madhu Chatterjee as
director of gear-hard-
ening development and
special projects.
According to' a press

release, Chatterjee will
Mad/". Clw.tI,rj.e be responsible for aid-
ing research and development on gear-
hardening projects, as well as working to
develop new technology in several dif-
ferent projects.

Chatterjee previously worked for
General Motors Corp.lDelphi Auto-
motive for 24 years. He holds four
patents and several awards. Also, he has
three patents pending.

processing solutions with Mahr's in
metrology would result in "an impres-
sive range of gear-metrology products
and service ."

Thomas Keidel, Mahr's managing
director and chairman of its board of
directors, aid Mahr wa in a manufac-
turing environment where it's increas-
ingly important to combine metrology
w.ith the manufacturing proces to eco-
nomically develop and produce superior
products.

Keidel added Main was confident
thai. its partnership with Gleason would
allow Mahr "to bring our metrology
know-how even closer to where .it is
required."

Hawk Corp..Hires New ;President
for its Powder~M'etal'Grou,p
Hawk Corp. of Cleveland, OH, hired

Michael Corkran as president of its pow-
der-metal group, according (0 a press
release. The group supplie powder-
metal parts for industrial! applications,
including gears and other motor, pump
and transmission elements.

As president, Corkran will crieale a
new headquarters in SQIQn, OH, at
Hawk's recently acquired metal-injec-
tion-molding facility.

Jeff Berlin, Hawk.' president and
COO, said Corkran has "an extremely
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strong operating background, with par-
ticular succe s in manufacturing engi-
neered products and growth through
international expan jon."

Corkran previously worked for Reltec
Corp., a manufacturer of telecommuni-
cation equipment, as president 'of its
North American and Asian regions. Also,
he started ibiscareer at Reliance Electric.
where he held a number of management
positions.

Berlin added that Corkran.'. back-
ground fits "perfectly with our strategic
plan for tile powder-metal business,
where we will emphasize new product
development and growth overseas."

Amer,ican A_xle Gets, Gear For'gingl
Agr,eement witbllFordi

American Axle & Manufacumng
Holdings 111c. (AAM) will provide Ford
Motor Co. w.ithnet- 'Ilape differential
gears for automatic transmissions in
selected front-wheel-drive Ford vehicles.
according 10 an AAM press release.

The gears will be forged at AAM's
Tonawanda Forge in New York using the
facility's fla hless net-shape pinion and
side gear technology, then will be final
machine finished at the company's near-
by Cheektowaga facility.

According to MM, the net-formed
gear teeth provide increased strength ..
which allows drivelines to transmit
increased torque willie II ing the same
size gears.

"We originally developed net-shape
gears for 0111:' own quiet PowerDel1se
axles," says Allan R. Monich, vice pres-
ident of manufacturing. 'Forging division.
"We have now transferred that technolo-
gy 10 tran mission differential applies-
uon and are able to offer !bat technolog-
ical advantage to our cusromers." ,0

I Tall Us What You Think ...
If you found this column of interest and/or
useful, please circle 301.

If you did not care for this column. circle 3011.
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To give you a broader view.
We've consolldated alii of our North

Amencen gear cuttl,ng technologies into one
independent organization. And moved the
entire operation toa new technology center
in the Detroit area, at the hub of global
powertrain engineering.

No dealers. No distributors. IRather,career
spedalists seasoned in every aspect: 'of inter-
national gear production requirements ,and
solutions.

The new Miltsubishi Gear technology Center
is your single source for the broadest array
of gear production technology in the worild.
From our patented high-speed dry cutting
machines and hobs t!hr'ough gear shapers,
shavers, andl honing maehlnes, to complete
standi-alone gear productlcn centers.

All applied with a comprehensive, understand-
ingot the most demanding production
environments. And backed with trallnlng,and
servlce by the industry~smost knowledgeeble
end reUable engineers and technicians.

If your current manufacturing
challenges require the ,detailed focus of the
world's foremost authori[y on gear produc-
tion, give us a call. After all, we're in the
neighborhood.

Geolr T'echnollogy Center'
Division of Mitsubishi In,tern,aUonalCorporaUon
IDelr,oit Branch
46992 Liberty D'r,ive
Wix'Qm, Michiganl 48393,
(24B) 669-6136
(248) 669-0614 FAX
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LUBRIICATION

Systematic Investigations on the
Influence of Viscosity Index

Improvers on EHL Film Thickness
Bernd-Robert H,ohn, Ktaus Michaelis andilFranz KO,patsch

A
C
C

INomen clature
deformed area of disk capacitor
capacitance of disk capacitor
thermal correction factor ace,
MurchIWilson (Ref. 12)
Young's modulus of contact bodies
reduced Young's modulus
no rma I fore e
EHL-parameter 01 elasticity
thermal load factor ace. MurchIWilson
(Ref. 121
weight average molecular weight
polymer correction factor
reduced radius of curvature
shear stability index
EHL parameter of velocity
viscosity index
EHL parameter of load
deformed Hertzian contact width
tJpcircle
base circle
pitch circle
frequency of resonance circuit.
measured lubricant film thickness
minimum film thickness calculated ace.
Dawson/Higginson (ReI. 5)
film thickness in the parallel gap calcu-
lated acc. ErteVGrubin (Refs. 6 and ,8)
disk width
Hertzian contact pressure
radius of curvature of contact bodies
slip ratio (s =1 - v/vI)

surface velocity of contact bodies
[v1 <11:1)

hydrodynamic velocity (VI" VI + v2)

press uta-vise osity coefficient
temperature coefficient of dynamic
viscosity
shear rate
relative dielectric coefficient 01 the oil
electric field constant
(eo = 8.8542 •.10.12 C/(Vm})
dynamic viscosity
dynamic viscosity at bulk temperature
temperature
average bulk temperature
(19M: (ill + 192M!)
bulk temperature of contact bodies
oil inlet temperature
heat conductivity of lubricant
(mineral oil: A '" 0.133 W/(m" K)j
kinematic viscosity
Poisson's ratio of contact bodies
angle velocity

EI' E1
E'
F/oj
G
L

Mw
P
R
SSI
U
'VI
W
b
d.
db
dw
f
hm885
hmm

'elf

PH
'I' '1
S

VI' V2

Printed with permission 'of the ,copy-
rigbt holder, the American Gear
Ma'nuf,acturers Association.. 1500 King
Street. Suite 201. Alexandria. V:irg,inia
22314. Copies of the paper are avail'abl'e
from the assnciatinn

Statements presented in this paper ar,e
those of the ,authorsand may not represent
the position or oplnicn of the American
Gear Manufacturers Association ..

Introduction
Mineral-oil-base lubricants show a

significant. decrease of kinematic viscos-
ity with rising temperature, as exempli-
fied in Figure I by lubricants for vehicle
gears. An important attribute of lubri-
cant is their viscosity index (VI),
according to DIN/ISO 2909 (Ref. 4).
Viscosity index is a calculated coeffi-
cient, which characterizes the change of
viscosity of lubricants as a function of
temperature. A high viscosity index rep-
resents a low variation of viscosity due to
temperature and vice versa. A low vis-
cosity-temperature-dependence is re-
quired for lubricants that are operated at
significantly varying temperature condi-
tions, such as vehicle engine and gear
lubricant in slimmer and winter time.
This way, [he oil remain flowing and
pumpable at low temperatures on the one
hand; and on the other hand, ufficiently
thick lubricant films can be formed at
higher temperatures for a safe epararion
of the surfaces,

A deliberate improvement of the vis-
cosity temperature behavior can be
achieved by blending an oil with poly-

mer additives as viscosity-index im-
provers, such as polyalkylrnethacrylate
(PMA), olefin copolymer (OCP), styrene
butadiene copolymer (SBC) or poly-
isobutylene (PIB), This way, polymer-
free monograde oils can be converted
into multigrade oil , which are used in
large quantities as engine oils in vehicles
(e.g. SAE 15W-40), as gear oils ill man-
ual transmissions in vehicles (e.g. SAE
7SW-90, see Fig. 1) or in automatic
transmissions (e.g. ATF DEXRON®
type oils). Universal oils for tractors and
earth-movers (e.g. UnO), which can be
used for hydraulics and gears, are multi-
grade oils as well.

The viscosity-increasing effect of
polymer additives at laboratory condi-
tions is known and can be proved.
However, their efficiency at EHL condi-
tions of high pressure, high shear rate
and rugh temperature, such as in gear or
roller-bearing contacts, is questionable.
Polymer-containing oils can suffer from
a temporary viscosity loss by high shear
rates in an EHL contact, and they can
suffer from a permanent viscosity loss by
11 partial mechanical destruction ofthe
polymers during operation. That re ults
in a lower operating viscosity and,
hence, worse lubricating conditions than
one would expect according to the vis-
cosity data determined at laboratory COli-

dnions with the fresh oil,
The lubricant film thickness signifi-

cantly influences the mlcropitting and
wear performance of gear applications
and. to a smaller extent, it also affects the
pitting and scuffing performance,
Knowledge of the actual lubricant film
thickness in a gear contact is therefore
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es ential fOJ a reliable e timation of the
failure risks of wear and micropitting,
which are recently more and more the
focus of interest.

For lllat reason. the efficiency of vis-
co~ity index (VW)impr1lversin EHL con-
lacl~ was mvestigated by "Y tematic
measurement of Ute lubricant film thick-
nes s, Various type of polymers with var-
lou molecular weights and concentra-
tiens in the base oil were included in the 20 mm;o ). in order 10 gel measurable
te t program in order to determine the
influence of each parameter on Lhe for-
mation oflubricant films separately from
each other.

Test Lubricants
The investigations were carried out

with more than 20 te t lubricants, which
were blended especially for thi re earch
project, The base oils were two straight-
paraffin-ba e mineral OIls. M32 and
M 100. of the vi co i.ly grades ISO VG 32
a:ndmso VO 100. The polymers that were
used consisted of PMA (polyalkyl-
methacrylate), pm (polyisoburylenc), !
o P (olefin copolymer). SBC ( tyrone I"

butadiene copolymer) and STAR (star-
shaped styrene i oprene copolymer), For i
each type of those polymers, a .et of five !
different blend was inve tigaled, which i

is hown in Table 1 for the polymer I.

PMA. a an example. Each polymer type
was available wilh low molecular weight .11.

{designated by the code PMAI. OCPI.
etc.) and high molecular weight (PMA2. !
ocez, ete.), The polymers with low I
molecular weight were added in low con- 1

central ion (PMAIL. OCPIL. etc.) and!
high concemration (PMAIH. OCPIH. !

etc.) to the base oil M 100 and in very
high concentration to the bas e oil M32
(PMAJVH, OCPIVH. etc.), The poly-
mers with high molecular weight were
added in low concentration 110 base oiI
MIOO (PM 2L. OCP2L, etc.) and in
high concentration to ba e oil. M32
(PM 2H. OC~H. etc.),

The potymer coacentration ill each
blend was chosen with respect 10 equal
kinematic vi. cositie 1'100 of all test lubri-
cants at !OODC, 0 that. the lubricant film

Code',oftest oil

PMAIL X. X
PMA1H X X
PMA2L X X
PMA1H X X
PMA1VHI X.

x X
x x
X X

X. X
X X X

film thickncsse at rugh temperatures up I

to IIODC. at which the investigations
were performed. For a direct comparison
with a straight mineral oil, a. straight-
pareffin-basemineral oil M240 with the
same kinematic vi cosily of vlOO = 20
mm2/ at ]oODC was included in the et

of te t lubricants.
The investigation of a set of five dif-

ferent blends, as shown in Table I for
each type of polymers, give information
about:

.' the influence of !he concentration
of polymers with the same molecular
weight in the same bu. e oil (PMA ILand
PMAIH).

• the influence of the molecular
weighl. of the polymers in blends with
the same viseosity at lOoDe and with the
. arne base oil. and

• the influence of the base oil viscos-
ity in blends with the same polymer 'Iype
(low and high molecular weight.) and
with the same viscosity at '(X)DC.

The STAR-type polymer were
investigated ill two blend only. which
were equivalent. to the blends with high
molecular weight ( ... 2L, ... 2H).

hear Stabi.liC.y of Investigated
Polymers

containing oils can suffer a penn anent
vi cosily 10 when being subject to
mechanical loads. which can hred the
polymer chains. That proce s is not
reversible.

An polymer-containing test oil were
subjected to a 20-hour tapered-roUer-
bearing shear lest (KRL-shear te 0
according to CEC L-45-A-99 (Ref. 2). in

j

I
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shear-s,tabllity-indn SSl al 100'C

Figura 2-Shearstability iindices 0,1 Ihe,
I,est oil's after a KHI!.-shear test.

Figure 3-Arrangement of pol:ymers in 1fIe
inlet shear field of an EHI!.eantaet,
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I
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IFigure4--Results of HTHS ViSCDSity meas·
urements.

L

Figure, !i--JP!rim:iple, ,of capacitance fU'm
thickness; lest method.

LUBRICATI!ON
with 40 ml of the te t fluid by dip' lubri-
cation at60°C. The bearing is run for 20
hours at ] ,450 rpm and at a load of 5 kN.
The kinematic viscosity "too of the test
oil is measured before and after the test
at lOO°C. With this information and the
vi cosity of the ba e oil VIOO.JxLt~ oi1" the
shear stability index (SSI) of the polymer
in the blend can be calculated. 11 is
defined as:

(v - v )SSl .. . 100,(;. .... /, . lOO.KRL
(VICKI!,..,..},- vIOOJx ... "') 0)

wi,lh
vIOO!",slJ ::: kinematic viscosiry in mrn2/s
of the fresh polymer-containing oil.
determined at a 'temperature of 100DC by
using a capillary viscometer.
"IOII.KRL::: kinematic vi cosily in mm2fs.of
the polymer-contai:ning oil after a KRL-
shear test according to CEC L-45-A-99
(Ref. 2). determined at a temperature of
100°C by using a capillary vi cometer,
ami
IlIOO,horeni( .. kinematic viscosity in nl.ln2fs
of the base oil. determined at aternpera-
ture of IOODCby using a capillary vis-
cometer.

The hear-stability index is an indica-
lor for (be shear-stability of the poly-
mers. SSl :::0% means that the polymer-
containing oil has the same viscosity
after the KRL-shear test as before. so the
polymers are hear-stable. SS] ::: 100%
means that the polymer-containing oil
ha only the viscosity oflhe base .oil after
the KRL-shear test, 0. the viscosity-
increa ingeffect of the polymers has
completely di appeared after the test, In
this case, the polymers are unstable
against hear.

The shear-stability indices of the
polymer-containing oils. which were
derived from the KRL-shear te t , are
shown in Figure 2. Tile shear-stability

polymers that were investigated have
molecular weight M", of more than
90,000 glmole am fresh-oil. condition. The
shear-stability indices of the corresponding
oils are all more than 70%, That. means
that :uter the KRL-shear te l,the polymer
chamsare broken into pieces and hardly
able to ignificanlly increa e the blend vi •
cosily above the base oil visco ity,

Temporary Viscosity Loss
Long-stretched polymer chains tend

to arrange them elves in parallel within a
shear field, as shown in Figure 3. Th.31
way. the probability of the polymers
becoming tangled with each other is
reduced and so is 'the thickening effect of
the polymers. This process is reversible,
Sucha shear field exists ill the inlet region
o[;:IIIY oil-lubricated EHL contact. Wtis
eaus ed by the back -flow of the surplu oil.

To gel iafermatien about the tempo-
rary vi cosily loss, high-temperature-high-
hear (HTHS) vi cosity measurements

were carried out with some of the lest oils.

A capillary viscometer aided by air pres-
sure was used to increase the velocity of
the oils flowing through the capillary. That
way, 'the hear ratio of the o.il. in the capil-
lary could be increased from '¥.., 1()2s·lal
pure-gravity-induced flow to. some 0..4 ,.
111's-1at air-pressure-aided flow.

The results of the HTHS visco ity
measurement are shown ill Figure 4 for
the oil' PMA1H. PIBIH, PMA2 •
pm2L, OCP2L and SBe2L. The tempo-
rary viscosity .105s of the oils containing
long-chain polymers is significantly
higher than that of the oils containing
short-chain ones. The BC polymers
appear 1.0 be especially u ceptible to
temporary vi cosiry 10 , as they .10 e
about half of their thickening power at
the high hear ratio ill F.igure 4 ..

.Resnlts of Film Th~ckness,
Measurements

Tess Principle. The measurements
were carried out ill a 'twin-disk test rig.
Th core of 'the test rig consisl of two
cylindrical steel disks, each aile 8'0 mm
in diameter. They can be driven eparate-
Iy from each other with continuously
variable peeds and can be loaded with a
normal force F,., The lest oil is injected
between both disks. The bulk tempera-

! trongly depends on the average molecu-I lar weight of the polymer. For example.
i the te: toil containing the polymers
! PIBil and PMAl. which have a molecu-

II
I

lar weight M,., of less than 20,000 g/mole
each, show the lowest shear-stabiljty
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indices after the KRL-shear test, 0 tho e
polymer. are relatively stable agailOSt
permanent shearing. All of the other
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The "disk capacitor" is inlegrated

into a resonance circuit, the frequency f
of which depend on the capacitance C
and ,I known inductivity L By using a
capacitance-frequency-calibration curve,
the capacitance C can be derived from
the resonance circuit' ~ frequency f,which

is determined by using a frequency
counter.

Tile relative dielectric coefflclent of

the oil £oil is measured in a high pres ure
cell as a function of pre sure and tem-
perature. The deformed Henzian contact

width b can be calculated with the
Hertzian equations. With thai data, the
lubricant film thickness h~Q.J of 'the oil
can be calculated from the capacitance C
of the disk capacitor by nurneri al inte-
granen, The calculation method used is
based on Equation 2, It divides thecon-
laet zone into five' eparaie ection with
different portions of the entire capaci-
'lance and also 'lakes into account the
influence of an insulating layer made
from AIPr which is applied to one 01" the
di k surfaces by ion beam sputtering in
order to prevent electric hortcurs
between the di ks, More detailed infor-
mation about the measuring technique
used is given in Reference 13.

FilT" Thickness of Po.lymer-
COlJtai"irlg Oils.. In the following, the
most important results of the film thick-
ne s mea urement of the test oil blends
... IH. and ... 2L (see Table 1) are pre-
sented, A detailed de cription and di .-

cussion of all Ie t result gained ~D thi
www.powllrrrsfls·mlssion com' www,gear.rot'hno.rogy.com " GEAR TECHNOLOGY" NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2001 33

tures ~I and "2 of both disks are meas-
ured with temperature en ors lin bore-

holes 2 mm belo the running urCace.
A detailed de criptien of the lest rig and
0:1 the te t di i given in Reference 9.

When loaded and tbuselastically
deformed. both disks and the lubricant

between them form a capacitor ( ee Fig.
5), the capacitance C of which depend
on the lubricant film thickne ';""UJ' the
relative dielectric coefficient Eud of the
lubricant, the deformed Hertzian contact

width b and the di k width Irff accon:ling
1.0 Equation 2.

C == .£0 '. £",1 '. (AIh .....as)
with A = 2 • b .I ../f (2)

-- - -------

project can be found in Reference '9.
Tne visco ity-temperature curves of

the blends ... IHand ... 2L are shown in
figures 6 and 7. All polymer-containing
test oils were blended with equal kine-

matic viscosities at 100" of v100 = 20
mm2fs which is the value of the- refer-

ence mineral oil M240, The base oil
M 100 ha a kinematic vi co ity al IOODe
of appr-oximately ]0 mm2J .

thicknes e .of the te 1oils wuh polymers
having low molecular weight and high
concentration (pmIH. OCP11H, SBC[H.
PMAIH) and of the. traigbt mineral oils
MI.OO and M240 plotted against. the bulk
temperature "M of the disks. iJM= (01 -I-

{}2)/2 is the average measured bulk tem-
perature of both clisks. At high tempera-
ture • the oils PIB]H. and PMA IH. form
film thicknesses similar to the mineral oil
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cosity 11100 as the polymer-containing
oiuls. At low temperatures" however. the
film thicknesses of PIBIH and PMAI.H
are lower than those of M240. The V[-
improving effect of the polymer PIB I
and PMAI cen be seen quite clearly
here,

On t1te other hand, the oils OCPIH
and SBCI.H show only very little
increa e of the film thi.ckness compared
to the ba e oil MIOO. Within the accura-
cy of measurement, Ute oil OCPI.H

(Ref. 5) and 'u according to Ertel/Grubin
(Ref. 6 and 8) in an EHL contact can be
calculated for line contact condition. as
follows:
h

miJl
= 2.65 • R • (jO.54.lP·7 • ~.IJ (3)

doesn't even show an increase of the film
thicknes compared to MIOO .3:1. all. That
is a consequence of the ability of the i
polymers SHC and OCP to form physical i

I
~

I
!
I
I
I,
I
I
i
i

I

!
i

I
I

I
I

The nondimensional EHL parameters
,G, U and W in the above equations we
defined as:
G = a·.1f (5)

U = (71M•· v,)I(2 • R .•E) (6)

and chemical! network structures. Those
networks have a higbthickeoingeffect at
standard condition . At. high. pressure,

(7)

temperatureand hear rate. as in an.EHL
contact. however. those network struc-
ruresare obviously not very stable and
therefore lose a great part of their thick-
ening power.

Figure 9 shows the measured film
thicknesses of the test oils with polymers
of high molecular weight and low con-
centration PIB2L, OCP2L, SBC2L,
PMA2L. STAR-L and of the two miner-
al!oils M I00 and M240 at the same COD-

ditions as in Figure 8. None of the poly-
mer-containing oils reaches the film
thicknesses of the mineral oil M240
despite equal kinematic viscosine "100'

Thai isa consequence of the high molec-
ular weight of those polymers, which
causesa hightemporaryviscesity loss
under the influence of a shear field. as
shown in Figure 3. As the viscosity of an
oil in the inlet region of an EHL contact
is decisive for the height of the film
thickness and as the viscosities of the test
oils containing long-chain polymers are
reduced to some extent within the hlgh
shear field in the inlet region of the disk
contact. tho etest oils fonn lower film
thickne es than expected according to
their vi co ity data gained at standard
laboratory conditions.

Film Thickness Calculation
Film Thickness Calculation in

General.The lubricant film thicknesses
h"'ifl according to Dowson/Higginson

The reduced Young's modulus It and
the reduced radius of curvature R are cal-
culated as follows:
If = 2[(l-vf/E'l) + 0-V2/E2)]-1 (8)

(9)

According to Murch/Wilson (Ref.
12), the accuracy of film thickne s calcu-
lation can be improved by thermal cor-
rection, which takes into account the
temperature rise of the oil in the inlet
region of the contact, the ri e being
caused 'by the bacldlow of the surplus oil.

hm,·". thermal = h",/n • C (10)

(U)

with
c= 3.'94/(3.94 + [9.62) (]2)

(13)

(14)

ModijicatiolJ ,oJ Film Th'ickness
Calculation for Polymer. Containing
Oils. A the film thickness mea urements
prove. polymer-containing oils hardly
ever rom film thic.knesses as high as a
straight m:inerall oil of equal viscosity,
ThaI. means that the usual kinematic vis-
cosity, which is determined in a capillary
vi cometerat tandard conditions, is nol
sufficient as an indicator for the film
thicknes es to be expected :for polymer-
containing oils. As the usual film thick-
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ness calculation methods according to
Dow oIllKi.ggil!lon (Ref. 5) or lErteJj
Grubin (Ref. 6 and 8) include only the
standard laboratory viscosity data. devia-
tioas between calculated and actual film
thicknesses cannot be avoided for poly-
mer-containing oils.

An improvement of the accuracy of
film thickness calculation for polymer-
conta:ining oils requires modifying the
,calculation equations with a factor that
correctly reflects the effective viscosity
increase of polymers in an EHL contact
Polymer-specific properties, such as
type, conceatration or molecular weight
of the polymers, cannot be n ed for such
a factor, because tho e properties are
usually not available to the user.

So a nondimensional polymer-cor-
rection factor P was derived fromthe
film thickness test results. The factor
takes into account the viscosijy loss of a

ILUIB,RIICATIOIN;
polymer-containing oilaiter a KRL-
shear lest. This term seems to be apt 10

specify the efficiency ofpolymers in alii
EHL contact a the measurements
showed a good correlation of high vis-
cosity los e after a KRL-shear test with
poor film thickness performance and
vice ver a. Besides, the KRL-shear test
is a common and simple test method and
its te t devices are available in many lab-
oratories,

The polymer-correction factor,
which was derived from the test results,
is defined as:

P'"' (v100• KRL!v1OO./rt!sh'P·1 (15)

The exponent IJ.7 in the above equa-
tion wa chosen with respect to the
weighting of the dynamic viscosity 11in
the usual film thickness equations.

The polymer-correction factor P is
used to calculate the film thickness of

en technology
o 5UC'Ce'ss

Fas.sler Corporation
131 W, Layton Avenue,
Milwaukee, WI 53207
Phone (414) 769"()072
Fax (414) 769-8610
E-mail: fassler@exe<pc.com
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polymer-containing oils as follows:

~i". thel7f¥ll. poL = h",in,IMmtlJl .' P (] 6.)

" - /T.. .1''t!. 111"""",/. ptJl. - . U. th"mal . 07)

Tho e equations can, of course, also
be used to calculatethe film thickness of
traight mineral or synthetic oil . In thi

case, the polymer-correction factor
equals I, because polymer-free oils prac-
tically don 'I. Iose any viscosity during a
KRL-shea:r test. So the correction factor
P is universally applicable for ell lubri-

cating oils,
The improvement of the accuracy of

film thicknes calculation by u ing the
polymer-correction factor Pi hown in
Figures H1-I3.

]n Figure ID, the film thicknesses
'tl_henrwl' which were calculated without
the polymer-correction factor P; aft plaI-
ted against the measured film thicknes -

www.fa •.essiler-ag ..ch
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Figure 13--Com,parison between measured
and ca'iculated film thicknesses ot test oils
... 21 with pol,ymer-correction factor;

es h",ea., of the test oils .... I.H. All film
thickness measurements at all conditions

that had been carried out were regarded.

The calculation overestimates the fum
thicknesses of the polymer-containing

oils, especially those of SBCm and

OCPIH. For the polymer-free base oil

M 100, there is already a good correlation
between measured and calculated film

thicknesses. When modifying the calcu-

lation with the polymer-correction factor
P; the accuracy of film thickness predic-
tion improves considerably, as can be

IFi!lure 14---=Lineof contact ,of C·PT-type
'!leafS,

,....

seen in Figure 11, where measured and

calculated film thicknesses correlate
quite well within the marked scatter

range of ± 0.2 Jim. even for the polymer-

containing oils. For the majority of the
measurements, the calculated film thick-

nesses are still slightly higher than the
measured ones. That is a consequence of
the difference between the bulk: tempera-

ture 0M,which is measured 2 mm below
the disk surfaces and used for film thick-
ness calculation, and the actuaJ-slightly

higher=-temperature jn the inlet region

ofthe EHL contact, So the actual viscos-
ity in the inlet region of the contact and

thus also the actual film thickness are
slightly lower than calculated.

The use of applying the polymer-cor-
rection factor Ptofilm thickness cal.cula-

tion for oils containing Iong-chaiet poly-

mers is shown in Figures [2 and 13. The

test oils ... 2L with long-chain polymer
suffer from a high temporary and perma-

nent viscosity loss by shearing. Using the
polymer-correction factor Pleads to a

considerable improvement of the accura-
cy of film thickness calculation for the
polymer-containing oils.

Altogether. the proper applicability
of the polymer-correction factor P has
been checked with approximately 3,000

film thickness measurements with 32 dif-
ferent polymer-containing oils. and it
provided good results.

Application of tile Modified Film
Thickness Calcnlatioll to Gear
Contacts. Figure 14 shows the line of
contact of a CoPT-type spur gear pair as

:it is used for the standard pitting test PT
Cf9f90 (Ref. 7). Pinion 1 has 1.6 teeth.
gear 2 has 24 teeth and the module is 4.5

mm. The base circles dbl and dlil' the pitch

circles '~'land~2 and the tip circles d,,1
and da2 are shown in Figure 14 as well.
The path of contact is limited on the line
of contact by the beginning A and end E
of contact The points B and D represent
the beginning and end of the range of
single contact. C is the pitch point. The
line of contact touchesthe base circles in

points T 1 and T 2'

For calculating the lubricantfilrn
thickness within a gear contact, the dis-
tributions of the reduced radius ofcurva-

Figurel '15-Some gear-specific Iparameters
,along the path of contact

IFig.uro16--Calculatod film thicknesses 01
test oils .... 1H' at Ipitting-test. conditions.

I ....

r~:
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Figur,e 17-Calculaled film thicknesses of
test ells ... 2t at pitting-test conditions .
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ture .R,. the hydrodynamic velocity ~zand

the Henzian pressure PH along the path of
contact need to be known. A an exam-
ple. tho e paramet.erare hown in

Figure ]5 for a C-PT-type gear pair and

for the conditions of the standard pitting-

test PT Cl9/90. The reduced radius of
curvature .R forms a parabola along the

line of contact, which equals 0 in T.and ~

T 2' The hydrodynamic velocity ~E I
increases linearly from A to E. For the I,'

calculation of the Hertzian contact pre -

sure, the normal tooth force FN was !
assumed to be 100% in the range of sin-

gle contact and to be 50% in the range of
double-tooth contact. That i a simplifi-
cation. which does not consider dynamic

tooth forces, If the course of dynamic

tooth forces along the path of contact is
known by measurement or by calcula- r

tion, the Hertzian contact pressure can be :
calculated more accurately. !

With 'that gear data. the filmthick- !
ne . can be calculated along the path of I
contact of a gear me h. An example is i
shown in Figure 16. The film thickness!

'u.llu>mr(lI.p<JI.' which was calculated accord- .~=5::n~~;~::;:~~f~;1",.1

correction factor P. is plotted against the

path of contact of a C-PT-type gear pair
for the conditions of the standard pitting-
lest PT C/9/90 for the test o.ils with short-
chain polymers and high concentrations.

The relevant tooth bulk temperature was
assumed to be constant at loo°C.
Wi.thout using the polymer-correction
factor P. the filmthicknesse of all poly- I

I
i

mer-correction factor P, the calculated ..,l;",.

film thickne ses of the polymer-coruam-
ing oil represent the actuaIJy measured
values better (see Fig. 8). I

Another calculation example in 1
Figure 17 shows the film thicknesses of !
the test oils ... 2L with (he long-cham :
polymers in low concentration. Again, ;

calculation would provide film thick- :

me e equal to M240 for aI.l polymer- I,.

containing oil without u ing the poly-

mer-correction factor. With the factor, the :...1

calculated film thickne es how much

mer-containing oils would be calculated
equal to that of M240. Using the poly-

LUBR'ICATI,ON
better correlation with the measured ones
(see Fig. 9).

styrene isoprene copolymers (STAR),

each with two different molecular
weights. In addition, the ba e ail. vi co -

ity and the coacentration of the poly-
mers in the bai e oil were varied. for
information about the shear-stability of
the polymers. the 'temporary and perma-
nent viscosity loss by shearing were
determined separately from each other
by means of HTHS-viscosity measure-
ments and KRL-shear-stability tests.

Summary
The lubricant film th.ickne se of a

number of polymer-containing oil and
their base oils were measured systemati-

cally in a twin-disk: test rig. The investi-
gated polymers were polyalkylmelhacry-
lares (PMA). polyi.sobutylene (PIB),

olefin copolymers (OCP). tyrene buta-
diene copolymers (SBC) and slar-shaped
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All. polymer-containing oils formed

lower film thicknesses than a straigilt
mineral oil. of the same kinematic vis-

cosily "100 over a wide range of operat-
ing conditions. Short-chain polymers in

high concentration in the base oil turned

out to be significantly more effective in
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racy of film thickness calculation can be
improved significantly for polymer-con-

tainjng oils. The application of the cor-

rection factor is demonstrated and irs
practical use is exemplified by calculat-

ing the film thicknesses of some poly-

mer-containing oils in a gear contact,
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GEAR HONINGI

Properties of Tooth Surfaces due to
Gear Honinq with Electroplated Tools

hardness in near-surface layers. Tensile
re idual stresses are especially regarded
as causing crack and crack growth.
Consequently, a significant loss of

fatigue life occurs. On the other hand,
compressive re idual stresses in near-
surface layer have enhancing effects on
fatigue life under dynamic load.

Different hard macilining processes
for gears were investigated at the

Institute for Production Engineering and
Machine Tools, at the University of
Hannover, in Germany, 10 evaluate their

effects on the properties of tooth sur-
face. The emphasis of the result pre-
sented in tills paper L based 011 the
proces of gear honing. That process's

ICarslen MalrzeneU and Hans Kurt TOnshofl

mn z ~ an
~mmI I"} (OJ

A 4.32 32 25 17.5

B 4.32 31 24.8 17.5...
II'll C 2.48 65 26 20III
I01

10 3 45 15 20

I
IE 2 9' 15 .20

origin goes back to jhe 1970s, when
Fassler AG of Dabendorf, Switzerland,

fJrst applied the kinematics of an internal
geared 1001 meshing with an external
geared workpiece. In the meantime, the
process was adapted by several machine

tool manufacturers and has gained
hcreasing importance in tile 1990 .In
recent years, machine tool manufacturer

Kapp GmbH of Coburg. Germany. devel-

oped the process ofCoronillg™, a power
gear honing process with electroplated
tools. The research work presented here
i,based on the Coroning process.

Gear honing includes several estab-

lished terms, such as shave grinding.
Coronmg, power gear honing and spher-

Or.-Ing'. Carsten M,arzeneU
is a projeet manager with automotive
supplier Robrrt Bosch. GmbH of Stuttgart,
Germany. He works in the assembly-sys-
tems & special-machinery department fIIUJ

specializes in the assembly of electronic
throttle systems. From July 1995 10 May
2000. he II'(U (I scientific collaborator {It thl!
Institute of Production Engineering and
Mac/line Tool. at the University of
Hannover; ill GemlllllY. He worked ill rile
institute's production-processes department.
where he sperializrd ill gear machining,
grinding. hard marhining, and
high-pressure water peening.

Prof. O'rAng ..10r,~I:ng.E. h. Hans
Kurt Tiinshofl
is Ireatj of the Institute for Production
Engineering Wid Mllclrille Tools .
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Introduction
In recent years, the demands for load

capacity and fatigue life of gears con-
stantly increased while weight and vol-

ume had 10 be reduced. To achieve rho e

aims. rno t of today's gear wheels are

heal treated oiooth surfaces will have
high wear resi lance. A a con equence
or heal treatment, distortion unavoidably

occurs. With the high geometrical accu-

racy and quality required for gears, a Il
hard machining proce s is needed that
generate, favorable properties on the
tooth surface and the near-surface mate- Figure I-the pTincip'le ot gear honingl

•

.rial with high reliability. r-:;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:::;:;::;::;::;:::;::;:::;;:;;::;;;-----------I
Hard machining proce se can modi-

fy properties such as surface roughness

and topography. residual stress slate
material structure and hardness in a wide
range. From grinding. for instance. it is
known that adverse process conditions
may cause thermal overload that re ults

in annealing zones. rehardening zones. or
even grinding bum. Tho e effects usual-

ly are characterized by the occurrence of
hi~gh tensile residual stresses, as well as
modifications of material structure and Figure,2"""""Geomehieso. investigated gars ..



GEAR HON!IINIG

gear 'llOnmg (roughing I finishing)
slack alk1Nance . 80 1 2Q ~m
gear rotary frequency: 6B011mln
sMfI allQle : - 8 '
abrasi\ie"s . 05" I 025

C8N profile grinding (roughmg I nnishlng)
stock allowance: lao 120 urn
cutting speed . 40 mls

gear 8'
mn = 4 32 mm: t= 31
material:
25 MoCr4 E

F,igure3--M,a,chining groove lines due to gear honing andlprofile grinding.

4r, ----------------, gearC mn =2 48 mm; Z =65
material: 28 Cr ~

I-------F"I----l gear hoo!ng
ifOlJ9hlllQ I finishing)
$\o¢k allowance 80 120 urn
igear rotary frequency BOOllm,n
abrastves . 054 I 025

hard shaving
(~Ingle_stage)
stock allowance : 1<1011m

CBN profile gnnding
(rough,ng I fimshing)
slock allowance . 80 I 20 11m

--~------::--.. -
..----- .---' .." -~

Figure 4!-Surface roughness due to gear honing and ,alternative gear ma,chining processes.
The, cutoH length wa,s 5.6 mm.

gear 'honing
(roughing / finishing)
atock allowance : 80 /20 11m
gear rotary frequency; 800 11min
abrasives • D54 1026

e -400'
<Il

~ -6001---
'!Iiro -800 I__------"=--------l
~
~-10001__-------------l
<Il

I!! -1200 I__---------U:=.

; "OO~m

MPall-------------

-1600~==;;;;;---=-=-;;;;;;;;;;=======,
X"lIY measurement

- "--- radiaOOri C,11(g XEC 5.76 TPII"'
Bragg angle 2!1 166 438' penelrabon depth 5 11m

~ lattice pIaoe (211)

Iiigure 5-Resid'uaJ stresses due to' gear ihonin.91,and alternative gear machining processes,

ic honing. Still, the expression "gear
honing" win be used in this paper, as it is
most widely used.

Machine Tool Concept and Process
Charaeterisities

All experiments all gear honing were
performed on a Coroning machine
VAC 65. manufactured by Kapp GmbH.
The machine tool offers two spindles for
the workpiece (A-axis) as well as tor the
tools (Csaxis). Each spindle has a nomi-
nal power of 14 kW andenables rotary
frequencies up to a maximum of
800 \lmin. Gears up to tip diameters of
220 mm. maximum modules of 6 mm,
maximum widths of 80 mm and maxi-
mum workpiece lengths of 500 rnm can
be machined in the working area.

Gear honing on the Coroning ma-
chine VAC 65 removes maximum stock
allowances of 130 um on the gear flanks.
No prernachining process is necessary
after heat treatment The heat-treated
workpiece, whose permissible hardness
is limited to 62 HRC, undergoes a rough-
ing operation and a following finishing
operation. The principle of gear honing
and the working area of the machine tool
are shown in figure L The kinematics is
based on the continuous meshing of an
internal geared tool with the workpiece
to be machined. During gear honing, the
axes of the tool and the workpiece have a
defined shaft angie that results in rnateri-
aJ: removal. because of the relative motion
between the flanks of the tool and the
workpiece.

A roughing tool and a finishing too!'are
mounted in the Coroning head. The tools
represent internal geared metallic bodies
whose tooth flanks are electroplated with.a
single layer of abrasives. In our experi-
ments, diamond grit of the specification
054 (roughing tool) and D25 (finishing
tool) was used. During tool life, no dress-
ing operations are necessary. When the
tools are worn, the abrasives are removed
from the metrul.ic body and a new layer of
diamondgrit can be applied.

To enable reduction of the pitch error
during gear honing, the axes of the work-
piece and the tools areel.ectronicaUy
coupled via control of the machine 100L

The gears used for the presented
44, NOVEMBERIDECEMBER2001 • GEAR TECHNOLOGY' www.geeflechn%gy.com • www.powetlranstnlss"on.cotn



experimeotalresearch work are shown in
Figure 2. Gears A and B, with a large
module of 4.32 mm,are made of case
hardened 25MoCr4 teel and buiU for
truck gearboxe . Gear C, with a signifi-
cantly smaller module of 2.48 mm, is a
part of differential gearboxe for passen-
ger cars and con i t of tempered 28Cr4
steel, Gears D and E run in stationary
gearboxes and are made of case hardened
1.6MIICr5 steel.

To evaluate theproperties of the gears
machined experimentally residual stress
state, surfaeeseughnes , surface topogra-
phy. material lructure and microhard-
De s were inve tigated. The residual
tres analysis was performed on an X-

ray diffractometer using CrKa radiation.
In order to obtain depth profiles of resid-
ual stresses, 5U rface layers of tooth flanks
were removed in several slep . by elec-
trolytic polishing. This proces guaran-
tees the absence of thermal and mechan-
ical loads that would modifylhe residual
slressstate. After poli hing, residual
stress measurement was carried 'out in the
determined depth before the cycle of pol-
ishing and measuring began afresh.

For roughness measurement , .31 '0011-

tact tylus in irumem Perthorneter
Concept was used. Photographs of the
arface lopography were taken by light-

optical and canning electron micros-
copy. Effects on hardness and material
structure were detected by photographs
of metallographic preparations and
microhardne s mea urements. The most
intere ting results of the investigations
on honed gear tooth flank. are presented
in the following paragraphs.
Surface Roughness IUld Topography

The kinematics in gear noning is char-
acterized by the me rung of the gear to be
machined with the internal geared tool
under a shaft angle, As a consequence,
the relative motion between 'the tool and
the workpiece i composed of a roll and a
screw movement (Ref. 4), With a S:haft

angle of 0°, a mere ron movement occurs.
OUl., a haft angle different from OPresults
in a screw component that causes an addi-
tional lide movement in tip-root direction.
With regard to the single grain contact in
gear honing, curved groove line occur that

AUTOMATIC
INSPECTIO

'.~r. • • •• from IhlJ' SOUrCe
Since 1936 has provided the gear industry

with gear inspection devices. Put your trust in the
people who invented the process.

,

presents a comparison of typical surface
. tructures generated by gear honing and
CBN profile grinding, The microscopic

jphotograph how tooth flank of gear B,.
I which were machined alteraati vely by

I" the two processe .
Due to the axial feed direction of the

i"".;grinding wheelvthegtcund tooth flank
shows straight-lined grooves t:hat areI parnllelto the tooth trace. In gear hon;ng,

I
~

I
j

I
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i
i

1

I
!

1

I

I
I
i
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are not paralleJ 'to the tooth trace.Figure 3
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tooth trace include a cutting angle that
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circle increase,

Be ide the structure of the urtace
generated. by different gear machining
proces es, surface roughness was abo
investigated. Samples of gear C were
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GEAR HON~NG
machined by gear honing. bard shaving
or CBN profile grinding. Though shaving
is a soft machJn:ing process in most cases,
hard shaving is an application suitable for
hardened gears.

The roughness values after machining
are compared ill Figure 4. Lowest len point
height values of only 1.6 urn were meas-
ured at the ground variant. Gear honing
and bard shaving led to comparatively
higher ten point height values between 2.6

and 3..1 urn.
In Figure 4, the surface roughness for

honing may seem high. That is due in part
to a mi nomer, Gear honing with electro-
plated tools refers to a "honing" process,
but it i actually a grinding process using a
profiled grinding loot The rugh roughness
is also due in pan to the tool pccification,

Residual Stresses
The residual stress [ate play an

important role concerning fatigue life of
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components under dynamic load. [II. gear
grinding. modificauon of tile grinding

conditions. such as increasing wear of
the grinding wheel or varying cutting
speeds, can C3_Useresidual tresses l1tal
widely vary from len, de to cornpre sive
range (Ref. ~). Tensile re idual stresses
are regarded as causing crack and forc-
ing crack growth. 011 the other hand.
compressive residual stresses in near-
surface layers have enhancing effects on
fatigue life under dynamic load.
Therefore. the interaction. between dif-
ferent hard machining proce ses and the
residual stress states generated are of
high importance.

To inve ligate those interactions,
machining of gear C was done by the
three competing processes of hard shav-
ing, CBNprofile grinding and gear bon-
ing. The residual stresses mea ured at the
surface of tooth flanks in axial and tan-
gential. directions are displayed in
Figure 5. nne can see that all of the men-
tioned processes induce compressive
residual. stresses. The lowest compres-
sive residual strcs es were found after
profile grinding. Hard shaving induces
lightly higher compressive stresses

between -474 MPa and -729 MPa. But
the highest compressive residual stresse
occur due to gear honing, Depending on
the direction of measurement. they range
from=L ..217 MPa to -1,4.19 MPa .

Similar investigations were done for
gear B. which was machined by gear
honing and CBN profile grinding. In this
case, compre ive residual stre ses
between -L03] MPa and -],,304 MPa
were detected after gear honing. A for
grinding. lower compre sive Ires e of
around -900. MPa could be measured.

When discussing tho e high compres-
sive residual stress slates after machin-
ing, tile question arises whether the
stresses were generated by rnachiniog or
were already in the material due to the
preceding heal treatment. To clarify that,
re idual stresses states after case harden-
ing and after the roughing and finishing
operations of gear honing were investi-
gated. The investigations were done on
gear A. Figure 6 shows a comparison of
the depth profiles of residual stres ob-

http://www.glil8'rlechnology.com


rained after case hardening as well as
after roughing and finishing. Directly at
the surface of the unmachined part, high
compressive residual stresses of about
-850 MPa occur: The maximum com-
pressive residual stress was found at a
depth of 10 11m. Because the roughing
operation in gear honing removes a stock
allowance of 80 pill (light grey area in
the diagram), compressive residual
stresses in those layers are of no impor-
tance. The surface generated by the
roughing operation is equivalent to a
depth, of 80 11m, where (he unmachined
part shows only low compressive resid-
ual stresses of about -455 Mfa.

In the diagram, the surface generated
by roughing lies at a depth of 80 urn, The
depth profiles of residual stress induced
by roughing are marked by the dotted
lines. High compressive residual stresses
occur directly atthe roughened surface.
Dependent on the direction of measure-
ment, they range from -,j ,026 MPa to
-I, ,315 MPa:. Compared to the initial
slate of the material (continuous lines),
one can see an increase in compressive
residual stresses of more than 600 MPa
induced by tJIE~ roughing operation in
gear honing.

After roughing. the maximum com-
pressive residual stre s wa found at the
surface of the tooth flank, But a signifi-
cant increase of compressive residual
stress was also detected below the sur-
face. The influencing of the residual
stress state due to roughing reaches
material regions up to depths of almost
40' um.

As the finishing operation removes an
additional stock allowance of 20 !Jill
(dark grey area). the surface of the fin-
ished workpiece can be found at a depth
of 100 )lID, and the re idual tress pro-
files after finishing are marked by the
dashed lines. Again, the maximum cem-
pres ive residual lIess occurs at the sur-
face. although the values between -968
MFa and -1,245 M~a are slightly lower
than after roughing. The 'compressive
residual stresses could be increased up to
depths of about. 30 um.

High compressive residual stresses
can be attributed to the high mechanical,

:GiEAR HONING
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CrKa
156 ~3a"
(211) .

·576 TPa,'
depth 5 IJfII

mean cutting speed [mls]

Figur,e 7-Residuall stresses due to ,I'lifferent cutting s,peeds.

cuttingl speed

Dfl.4fD25

IFig,ure8-tJIaterial str-uctur,e due to gear Ihoning under various conditions.
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forces in gear honing caused by machin-

ing with superhard diamond abrasives. In

roughing, the machining forces are high-
er due to using the coarser diamond grit
D54, which is why the increase in com-

pressive residual stress and the effect on
depth are higher than in finishing with
D25 grit.

It has become apparent that gear hon-

ing with electroplated diamond tools
leaves high compressive residual stresses

in the near-surface material. Admittedly,
the interactions between process layout

of gear honing and the induced residual

stresses had to be discovered. For that
reason, gear honing experiments with
varying cutting speeds were carried out
using gear A as the workpiece. The vari-
ation of the cutting speed was realized by

changing the workpiece rotary frequen-
cy. Figure 7 displays surface residual

stresses dependent on different mean cut-
ting speeds and gear rotary frequencies.

Cutting speeds of o.n, 1.08 and

1.27 mls were used, which correspond
with rotary frequencies of 450, 680 and
800 l/rnin. For all mentioned conditions.

high compressive residual stresses occur
in axia] and tangential direction. While

no variations of residual stresses can be
stated for cutting speeds of 0.71 and
1.08 mfs, a slight decrease was found for
a cutting speed of 1.27 mls ..
Measurements of the spindle's consump-

tion showed II decrease with increasing
rotary frequency. That indicates that

WHEREAS
PRODUCTIVE EFFICIENCY

OF GEAR HONING
IS AlLEASl

IN THE RANGE OF
'GEAR GRINDING,

THE GEAR HONING
PROCESS

ALSO EFFECTS
FAVORABLE PROPERTIES

IN THE
TOOTH FLANKS.

lower .machining forces can explain the
slight decrease in compressive residual

stresses when using high cutting speeds.

Structural Modifications
The generation of material properties

when machining with geometrical, unde-
fined cutting edges is always call sed by
the interaction of mechanical and ther-

mal loads in the contact zone. While

mechanical forces Carl inducecompres-
sive residual stresses that strengthen the

material, the occurrence of high thermal

loads shifts residual stresses to the ten-
sile range and causes structural modifi-

cations, such as annealing zones or even
rehardening zones, so-called wbite lay-
ers. Even though the phenomenon of

white layers. is not completely investigat-
ed yet, their formation is regarded as

harmful to the workpiece (Ref. 1).
Ingear honing. the already described

generation of high compressive residual
stresses can be attributed to strong

mechanical forces. Thermal loads obvi-
ously playa minor role. That assumption
is stressed, when one takes into consider-

ation the influence of cutting speeds in

gear honing, In general, the amount of

thermal load increases when using high-
er cutting speeds. Whereas in grinding
gear B, a cutting speed of 4() m/s was

used, the mean cutting speed in honing

of the same gear geometry only amounts
to about I mis, which indicates low ther-

mal influencing of the near-surface
material.

To finish evaluating the thermal
effects in gear honing, modifications of
the material structure near the surface
were investigated. Figure 8 shows
microscopic photographs of near-surface

structures due to gear honing under com-

pletely different conditions.
Variations of the cutting speed, the

radial feed and the state of tool wear
were used in the gear honing experi-
ments to create favorable and adverse
process conditions. The three photo-

graphs on the left side display the struc-

tures generated as a consequence of
favorable process conditions with lowest
rhermal loads possible. Near the surface,
no structural modifications can be seen.

The process conditions used for !he

specimens on the right side were chosen
to create high temperatures in the contact

zone. Gear honing with worn tools
effects high friction, which results from
the low cuuing ability of the diamond

grits' blunt and rounded cutting edges. A
high cutting speed of I..27m1s all 0 caus-

es increasing friction, In spite of high

thermal loads due to increased friction,

the photographs on the ri.ght side show
1:10 modifications of the structure at all.
Effects like annealing zones or reharden-

ing zones can be avoided with high reli-
ability, Those discoveries are stre sed by

additional microhardne s measurements,
wh.ich were performed all the discussed.
specimens. In all cases, no alteratiens of

the microhardness due to gear honing

could be measured. Those facts indicate
that, in contrast to grinding, the tempera-
tures in gear honing are too low to cause
thermal damage even under the most

unfavorable process conditions.
Conclusions

For ecological and economic reasons,

the demands fOJ fatigue life and load

capacity of gears constantly increase.

Under aspects of low development costs
and risk, the design of gears often
remains unchanged and the improved

performance of the product has to be

achieved by better quality due to
improved and efficient manufacturing
processes, In recent years, the process of

gear honing with electroplated tools has
been established as a competitive finish-
ing proces for hardened gears. tn con-
trast to conventional gear honing with
corundum tools, high stock allowances
up to 130 urn can be removed, and

premachining processes after heat treat-
ment. can be abolished.

Whereas productive efficiency of gear
honing is at least in the range of gear
grinding, the gear honing process also

effects favorable properties in the tooth

flanks. Surface structures with curved
groove lines are generated. The surface
roughness due to gear honing is sli.ghtly
higher compared with competing gear
machining processes. One further advan-
tage of gear honing with electroplated
tools .is the generation of high compres-
sive residual stresses directly at the sur-

http://www.geart9chnotogy.com
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face, as wen as jill tile near-surface mate-
rial. Compressive residual stresses are
regarded as a mean of preventing cracks
and stopping crack growth under cyclic
load and therefore increase fatigue
strength, In gear honing. 'the compre sive
re idual tres lates can be reproduced
with ve.ry high reliability. Even when
vaI:'ying me cutting speed or Ille work-
piece rotary frequency respectively.
almost. the arne stress slates occur.

The cause for high compressive resid-
ual stresses was found in the combination I
of mechanical and thermal loads in gear
honing. On the one hand. high mecbani-
cal force that trengthen the material
emerge from machining with superhard
abr sives, On 'the other hand. very low
cutting peed in the range of I mls re ult
ill low process temperatures. Therefore.
unfavor:abl.e shiRing ofihe residual stres •
es to tensile range as well as modifica-
tions of fhe near- urtace material struc-

ture are avoided with high reliability.
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Our experienced engineering
team is ready to assist you in
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FAIRFIELD
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IFairfield Manufacturing Company, Inc•
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Telephone (765) 772-4000
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• Fast delivery
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Mahr federal Upgrades P,RIM~R
Mahr Federal Inc. added a

new 3-axi gagehead and
application family soft-

ware to its PRIMAR uni-
versal measuring system.
Mahr Federal said that the

gagehead's 3-D maneuver-
ability as ure the probe is always nonnal to the mea urement
surface for minimal deflection and that the probe can continu-
ously scan up to 19,200 measurement points for nonprismatic
dimeasional characteristics, as wemlas roundness and diameter.

For moreinfonnation, contact Mahr Federal of Providence,
RI, by telephone al (800) 969- 1331. by fax at (513) 489-6300.,
bye-mail atinlo@fedprod.com. or on the Internet at
wwwmahrfederal.com or www.maIH:com.

Cirde 350

Nlew Gear Ro'Undn'essMeasuringl System
from Mitutoyo

Mitul.oyo America corp'. has a new roundness measuring
system for gears and various cylindrical forms: the RA-H5000.

In its pres release. Mitutoyo said its sy tern offers high
accunlCY and prwuction speed, fully automates measurement,
assessment and (lrinlool of gears and cyl:indrical forms, and
much improves throughput, measuring accuracy and analysis

SPIRAL B,EVEL GIEARS
Ilransmissiensl

Spirall 8: S~aight BevelGear Manufacturing.
Commercial 1o aircraft ,qllality gearing.

Spur, helical. splinedl shafts, internalS extemal,
shs,ved 8: ,gr,ound 'gears. Spirallbevel grinding.

Midwest Transmissions & Reducel'S..
1150 'compliant

IMIDWES"GEA:R~''''l' 'r....
& TOOL INC. .'. JnJ ~~...~'~

'"'''' ro" ,.;,. R.. , ..
WalTen, MI: 48089

CONrACT:
eR_AIG D'.IRIISS
(81D) 754-8923

FAX (81 Dj 754-8926
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i performance,
~. The sy temha ,01 turntable rotational accuracy of (0.02 +
1 6HJI O.OOO)mm, vertical column sU"aighme s of 0.05 mmll00
l mm, paralleli m with. rotating axis of '0.2 mmi350 mm and rneas-
luring arm traightness of 0.5 mmJ200 mrn,

l For :more information, contact Mitutoyo, located in Aurora,i IL, by telephone at (630) 978-5385, by fax. at (630) 820-7403,

":""",

:,,,,1 _b_y_e_-m_3i_l_at_._i/_lfi_O_@_"_l_il_u_to_y_o_. C_O_I1_1.__ o_r_oll__ th_e_J_nl_e_m_e_t_Btwww.mituraye.com.
Cin:1e 351

New C~NCAutomatiic la:thes from Meritage

I

Two new CNC precision auto-
matic lathes that can hob gears are
available through REM Sales
Inc., a division of Meritage Inc,
The new lathes are the 'Isugami
MU 26/38 and BD 26/38, two

Swiss-style machines.
In its press release, Meritage said the machines have the

largest bar slod: capacity of any Swiss-style machines in their
class. The models can accommodate bar stock up to 38 mm in
diameter, with stroke of 250 rnm, main spindle output of Iln.5
kW and sub side output of S.5/3.7kW. The model" are available
with either 26 mm or 38 mm bar stock capacity.

Meritage said those cenfigurations permit high-precision
complex thread milling. polygon machining. gear hobbing and
balanced turning and threading.

For more information, contact REM Sale • located in East
Granby, cr. by telephone at (860) 653-0071, by fax at (860)
653-0393, or by e-mail at sales@remsales.com.

Code 352

New Gear Hobbingl !Machine' frem Hamai
Hamai Co. ltd. has a new CNC 5-axis gear hobbing

machine that can cut wet or dry, can reach a hob spindte speed
of 5,000 rpm and can direct cut beat-treated gears of 50 HRc..

The machine, N-60. can C1.It up to module 2 and an outside diame-
ter of 100 rnrn, and has 11 FANUC ]8MC CNC CDnIrOIwith fiveaxes.

In its press release. Hamai Co. Ltd. of Tokyo, Japan, saidthe
machine was simple to operate witll its conversational-type cut-
ting data input ystem.

For more information, contact Hamal bye-mail at
k-saro@hamai.com. by fax. al. (8~) 3-3494-7536, or on the Inter-
net at www.hamai.c:om.
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If you found this column of interest amI/or useful, please circle m.
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If you would like to respond to this or any other article in this edition
of Gear Technology, please fax your response to the attention of
Randy Stott, managing editor, at 847-437-66'8 or send e-mail mes-
sages to people@geBrt8chnology.com.
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Want beller
performance frem
your cutting tools?

Crucible"s CPM high speed steels can gi've yOlu
the edge you're I'ookingf'or!

rt f'OU "'Mr lien., per10nnanee from .,our "mae .... hobs. m 11ng cuff.,., Md
mill.. ahIIpers, sIY",_ 01of"", cuHing tool., "., Olll'eM Itl,I'I .".., .tHI.:

CPM M4HC A boost in wear resistance over M2 and M3.

C- .. R 45 CabaJt grade for higher red hardness and
..... 8. - better wear resiS1ancethan M35 or M42.

CPM Rx 54 M4 plus cobalt for added red hardness.

CPM Rex 20 CobaIt-lree I1Jt pErilrms lIB CF'M Rex 45.
CPM IRex TiS High vanadium provIdes,abrasIon resis!anoe

'for ,edge retention In w1!lIlg difficull. rnatlllials.
CPM IRex 76, Supetlor red hardness for high cutting speeds

with abrasion resistance like T15.
~. . .. CPM Rex t 21 The ultima.te in wear resistance and red hardness.

...,..,.. HAC;70. Suitable lor dry cutting. Alternative to cartlIde.
CPII fI,,,d ••• ,.. .1,0 I/..."ifillbf. In the "HS'" (High SulfurJ'

modiflc,dlon for b.n~,millc"'na"IIUy il desired.

1!Ie CPM (Crucible Particle Metallurgy) PI'Dceu
results In 8 homogeneous mlCtQs1ruelure with a uniform
distrflluiJon 01 extremely fLlls earbdes 8S shown below'

CPM offers real advanta-ges for:
TDoI u--" ~ .......f8S!SIance and IDUgln!&a.lllrogef IooIIi!!L

Bener looI performance. Easier ,a-wrpen'ng.
roolmak8lll' I~ gtRIabIIIy, CcnsIs!enI h8aJ Inial mponse.

_ size change. SIabIe _18 lor coatings.

Tofind the''Crucib!l:e Service Center
nearest you please can. 80D-3SS-H8S
or visit: www.cruclbleservlce.com

Cftlcible•••
TIle Tool Steel Pros-
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Companies listedl be'law ,oHefproduct informlltion and design assistance on tile World WIde Web. Reach tIIem tl11DUgh hamel pages list~d Ibelow.

GLEASON CUTTING TOOLS CORPORATION
Gleason CUlling Tools Cor-
poration i !he I~ ding gear cut-
ling tool manufacturer in North
America. We offer a wide variety
of form-relieving milllng cutlers.
bobs, shaper coners. having cut-
ters and CBN·plated form grind-
ing wheels as well lIS our engi-
neenng, coating. heal treating,
metallurgical, 1001 harpening
and recondinoning services.

===-~~=-
~ ;::;;;:;;;:,,--==:aiiII,

BASIC MACHI'N,E TOOLS
• M:achme 1001 experience
1937 .' Disrribuuon of
machine
inventory of NEW Gear machines
• Offering 39 models of gear hob-
bing machines, 13 models of gear
shaping machines and 30 mOOels
of ether g~ machine • The only
major ..eurce of many EW
"manual" gear machines > me
"CNC" machines also available

RAVCA,R GEAR & MACHINE CO.
Raycar I II privately owned com-
pany 'Ihal manufactures many
'type of gears. We have hobbing.
haping, shaving, looth chamfer-

ing and gear grinding capabilitie ..
All drilling. milling, tapping and
[,0, grinding i done in-house.
enabling us to lJ'13kegears II'IQI"e

efficiently and economically and
to maintain our scheduled deliv-
ery dates,

- - -

Klingeln!be~g 9mbH
Visit the Klingelnberg site for
links 10 speciflcat ions all the
Klingelnbe:rg products. Our eoa-
tact in North America :for all

'Klingelnberg products I~:

Llebherr Gear Technology in
Saline. MichjgaJ!. !II telephone
(734) 429-n2.5.
AI'>O visit
www.pointofpreclsion.com
"t"",·.~jgmo-pool.com_

GLEASON
GIe350n is the world' most com-
prehensive resource for gear manu-
facturing technology, We offer a
comprehensive gear cuuing
machine program for every gear
hobhing, mining and grinding
application for cylindrical and
bevel gean;. To learn more about
our pnxIUCI.\ and services or 10 1i.1Id
key (OI1l11cl information. see our
Website

NIAGARA GEAR
------

-.1., ..-
THE PURDY CORPORATION

leOOer in pm..~ manufaal!!'l.!l-8
for roore !han 50 years, The Purdy
Corp:r.ition manufaenires acltl!ip;iL1C I

tr-iIIISIllissians. laIgc lI!Ibinc engine
compunenl5W1d other complex rna-
chilledpam and assemblies of unsure
passed quality IlIIi.I value. We provide
complete engineering and ADI
CAM; gear mcIl'OIogy: ~ tre!!I.

metallurgical and non-destructive
in.'>pection; assembly and I~ting

The iagar Gear Web ile
detai Is our precision ground
spur. helical and pump gears, II
our gem are manufactured with
the latest gear grindingtechnolo-
gy. The web site also prov ides
information on Niagara Gear's
complete capubi Iities to meet
i'our most dernunding, cia tel-
erance requirements wlth fast
turnaround.

-

SIGMA POOL '
- ------

.... ': .......
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Visillhe Sigma Pool site for links
10 pecificatious on the Sigma
Pool range of C C gear process-
ing machines-bobbing, shaving.
shaping, bevel gear generating
machines and measuring centers.
OUl'contact in North America, for
all Sigma Pool products is:
Liebherr Gear technology in
Saline, Michigan. at telephone
(734) 429c 1225 .

http://www.pointofpreclsion.com


GEAR TOOTH
GRIINDING SERVICES
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CLASSIFIEDS
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SERVICE

1'-"-1
INTERSTATE TOO!L CORP.

ICLEVELAND OHIOV
CUSWM ENGINEERED &

MANUFACTURED CUTTING TOOLS
ESTABLfSHEO 1960

FORM REUEVED, & P,RllfILE GROtlND
MILLING CUTIE.RS

'GEAR SHA:P,ER;& SHAVING 'CUTTERS
ALL 'CLASSES OF !IIOBS

'HSS. SOLID CARBIDE 81 CARBIDE TIPPED

WHETHER YOU NEED NEW TOOLS,
MODIFICATIONS, IRESHARPENING,
REPAIRS OR M&M INSPECTIONS,

CONTACT US FOR A QUOlE f(lIJAY!

www.interslateloolcof.CDm
Tel: 216-!o-711-1077- lFax:216-67Hi431

CIRCI.E 162

HOB SHIARPENING
SERVICIE

Star Cuner Co.

• THIN F,ILM COATINGS
West. Branch Industries

Subsidiary of Star Cutter Co.
2083 W. M-55, West Branch, MI 48661'

I-SBS·Resharp- 1-86B-737 -4277
Phonll: (989) .34.5·2865, • FAX: (989)' 345-!ifi601
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IPRECISION GROUNID, GEARSI.Spur, Helical and Pump .'~.
Gears 10AGMA Class 15

I. Featuring the latest grinding
and CNC technology including:
• Reishauer RZ300E Electronic

Gear Grinders
• Gleason TAG 400 CNC, B-axis

High Production Gear Grinder
• Full CNC Multi-axis Cylindrical

Grinding (Inlernal and External)
• High Performance CNC HobbingI.Continuous Process Improvement
Utilizing SPC and Quality Planning

• JIT Delivery using Innovative
Stocking Programs

800-447-2392
Fax; 716-874-9003
~.~jagaragear.com
emad:lnfo@nragaragear.com

• Cost effective gear tooth grinding
specialists

• Gear manufacturers are our only
customers

• Prototype and production quantities
• Capacity to 27.5' P.O., 3.5 D. P'.
• Abl'a' to match delivery to your

requirements,
• All service to AGMA standards with

Certified Gear lnspection !Equipment

CIRCLE 166

'PRO-GEAR COMPANY, INC. I

23 Dick 'Road, Depew, NY 14043 '
Toll Free: 877-684-3810· Fax: 716-684·7717 II

E-mail: progearinc@aol.com
CIRCLE 1,68

I HOB S,HARPE:NIING
INDEX TECHNOILOGIIES

, t._'~,1t - ~GMA .
.. AI.;\!i/ ...1- ClassAA
In:dex<:·o -Helical

- ",,-.:.::::::~:.:~""• Skiving
~I9 0' • Carbide

-up to 1.25 N.D.P. capacity
-rscuatinq & stripping of all
coatinq types

-tool performanceanslysls
-rapid turnaround

Ind'ell Technologies Inc.
21135 Lorain Road, Fairview Park, Ohio 44126

Phone: 440·895·4627 ,[HOeS) Fall: 440-331-0516
Email: galienco@msn.cDm I

GEAR TOOTH
IGRIND'ING SE.RVIICES
Spur· He'licB.1• Double Helical

Capacity up to 60.5" 0.'0., 1 D.P., 29~
Stroke. All ground gears certified up to
AGMA Class 14+ on Zeiss-Hofler 1,602
CMM. Inventory of grinders includes
Hofler BOO,Hofler 1253 Supra, Hofler 1500.
two Hofler Nova CNC l000s IFuily CNC
with on-board CMM checker), and
Hofler Rapid 1000 Form Grinder.

Kreit,er Geartec'h
2530 Garrow St, Houston, TX 77003
Phone: 713-.237-9193 Fax: 713-2.37-1209
Ccntect: Mr. Willie Whittington
Visit our Website at
www.krelter-geartech.com
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Payment: Full payment must accompany classified ads. Send check drawn in U.S. funds on a U.S. bank or Visa/MasterCard/American Express

number and expiration date to Gear Technology, P.O. Box 1426, Elk Grove Village, IL 60009. Agency Commission: No agency commission on

classified ads. Materials Deadline; Ads must be received by the lSth of the month, two months prior to publication. AC<leplance: Publisher
reserves the right to accept or reject adverti sements at his discretion.
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-------

SERVICE
-- ---

PR,EcrS'ION GROUND GEA,RS I

• Bevellandl Hvpoid
• S,pur and He,licall
-Taper Rac'k and P,inii,on
- Worms & Wormwheels
CURVIC® ICoupliings
(r. ill.rall' nd_rk 01tile Gleason Works'

SUDA International Gear Works Ltd.
P.O. 8m: 4, Pittsford, NY 14534 USA

Fax: 17161385-8537
E-Mail: Igknndy@attnet

www.sudagear.com
JSO-9002 CERTifiED

r-S,IG:~I
Lof Shiizuok,a, Japan..--J

Est 1944
CIRCI.E 170

IHOB SHARPENIING
IFrisby PMC, well known for manufac-
turing Precision, High-Ouallity Gears,
now offers Precision-Ground IHlob
Sharpening Service for High Speed
Steel or Carbide fine pitch hobs.

ISO 9002 CERTIFIED

Frisby P.:M.C'., Inc'.
'1500' Ill" ••• AYo. •

I Elk Grove Vill'ago,.ll6Ol107.uao:
!Pllo •• : &47/439-1,150
'Fu; &c7l4Jt.1164
Web lIJ1dreSS: hl!l!;//WWw.fri$by-pmc.ctJltl

CIRCUE 155

GEAR CALCULATION I

GEA'R DEVELOPMENT

- CakuJabon
- OptimlZlngl
- Expert OpinJO!'!
- Design
- Prototype maoofacl.ufll\g
-AGMA. ISO. DIN. \/101.

GLEASONI
- Mell1C and US lmeasures

Software 10lStributlon
and Bnefing

-~.I'l10'-''1'0_'''' __ '_
HOMEl GmbH

~.to,D-T3321K~,,~
PIIone: (++48]-7331.111... - Fu: (++Gl-73!1-1111W

lnIoQj'IomeI"gmbh.com
_~CDm
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Iinduction Harde'nin'g I:
Speciallists iin Too,tl1by Tooth-
f~ontourHardening 01 Internal
Spur, helical and bevel gears
Our 'gealr hardening equipment
includes 5 NiATCO submsrqad
process, machines and 5 AJAX
eNe-controlled gear scanning
maehlnes. Tooth bV tooth giear
hardening from, .50P-lOOP, up to
15 tons" 200' diameter.

American M'etall Treating Company
Cleveland.,Obio

F'hrmu: (216143~-M92 -IFax:: :{2161431-1508
Web: www.amencanmefBllrBBling.com

E-mail: mark@americanmertlltreBting.com

Breakdown :Service AV8.ilable

GEAR TOOTHi GRIINIDlN:G
Spur'IHelical

• !Herringbone '(with groove)
'Capacity Upl to 63"O.D.,

. 1 D.P., 16~face

,AGMA Cert:ification Inspection
Delivery to, IMee1Vour Requirements

Midwest Gear Corp.
2182 E. Auror:a Rd.

TWinsbuJg,OH44087
Phone 13O-42~4419
Fax 330'-425-8600

Direct your inquiries. to
Ron Humphrey, IGenera'1Manager

ronh@m.wgear.com
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IliIOB SHARPENIING~ -- -

Koepfer America, LLC
635 Schneider Drive
South Elgin, Il60177
Phone 847·931-4121
Fax: 847-931-4192

sales@koepferamerica ..com

• State-of-the-art CNC sharpening
and inspection machines

• Wet grinding with free-cutting CaN or
diamond wheels for "Burn free~ sharp-
ening of carbide or high speed: steel

0' Optional recoating and stripping,

• Rush service available
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.' BROACH SHA_RPENING,
• HOB SHARPENllNGi

• SHAVING CUTTER G:R.I'NDING
I

I • THIN FILM COATING
• CUSTOM HEAT TREAT SERVICE I

PICK UP AND DELIVERY IN' MANV AREAS
I

GI~eason IQrtting TOOls i

CORPORATION I

1351 Windsor Road, P.O. Box 2950
Loves Park, I L 61132-2950

Phone (8151811-8900
Fax 18151 871-0264
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PA.RK.fR INDUSTIRIES, (Long Island, New
York) seeks sales-oriented Engineer with
some knowledge 01 gear culling tools and
related products. Good technical and commu-
nication skills a must.
Reply in confidence with relevant information to:

GeDrge'A. Parker
Parker Industries Incorporated

P.O.Box 465
Bohemia, New York 11716

~rt.,~a~~,~. I.~~r7.".-,rr=.-,

CO IN
SOON
FULL COLOR

CLASSIFIED ADSI
CALL PAT FLAM AT

(841) 437-6604
TO RESERVE YOUR SPOT

TODAV!
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_-------------IIADDENDUM-------------
.and visions of wormwheels

danced lin their heads

owner, Lee Allison himself, has offered Building Set includes brightly colored
free shipping (within the United States) ! gears, pillars, cranks. connectors and an
for Dear Technology readers .. Just call interlocking base, available for $19.95
888-434-8437 and tel] them you saw the from www.gearsgearsgears.com. the com-
tie in Gear Technology, or visit pany's website, or by calling 888-800-
www.Ieeallison.com and type in the pro- 7893. Related accessories and building , Tell Us What YouThink ...
motional code GEAR at checkout. If I activity books are also available. Ilf you found this article of interest and/or
you visit the website, you can also view Learning Resources also offers I useful.please circle 340.

If youdidnotcare forthis article.circle 341.the other colors. motorized sets, including the Gear-

• •

oes anyone know where we can
find a gear-shaped fruitcake?

It's the holiday season
again, and the Addendum staff

has many friends. We'd like to get each
of them the perfect holiday gift, some-
thing that demonstrates thought, caring
and good will. Of course, we're looking
for gifts wi.th meaning. and for us, that
can only meangears,

To prepare for the gift-giving season,
we've sent our 'learn of personal assis-I
tants W shopping malls, corner boutiques
and websites around the globe with a
simple mission: Find the gears.

Because we know that. many of you
share our mindset, we've assembled a
brief list of some of the gifts that will be
sure to impress your loved ones this year.

Perfect for dads, husbands and male
co-workers with gear fashion sense, The
Lee Allison Co. of Chicago offers I

designer ties with a gear motif. These
handmade ties are 100% woven silk and
are available in burgundy/gold/ivory
(shown), black/gray/silver and blue/
green/gold, for $59, The company's

IGEAR iEARRINGS
For that special lady on your shop-

ping list, Kar5 Jewelry. Gifts and
Accessories, located in New York City,
offers a unique variety of hand-crafted
jewelry items, According to the compa-
ny's website, this jewelry can "take you
from a streetfight to the opera," which
makes it perfect for a number of i

Addendum team relatives, I

Pictured here are KarS's gearstone
earrings, available with either black
stones or neutral stones, for $22 a pair,
The earrings can be ordered from the
company by calling (201) 656-2725 or
by sending an e-mail message to
kar5jewelry@netscape.flet.

botics™ Sonic T-Rex™, a 28-piece set
for building a walking. roaring dino aur,
The set includes gears, connectors.
dinosaur pieces and a motor with T-Rex
sounds. It's available for $28.95 on the
website. Other motorized sets include the

Gearbotics'P' Sonic Insect, Gearbotics™
Sonic Robot and Gearboticst-' Sonic
Space Station.

Gears'Gearslfiears! from Learning
Resources Inc, of Vernon Hills.Jl., is a line
01' gear-related learning toys for ages 3 and
up.. The 9S-piece Gears!Gears!Gears!

We recommend that Internet-savvy
shoppers visit Internet auction sites. such
as eBay (www.ebay.com). We founda [01

of gear-related items there .. including
some incredible bargains on gear games,
gear toys, gear puzzles, gear jewelry,
gear neckties and much more.

DOES ANYONE KNOW WliERE TO
fiND' GEAR WRAPPINIG PAPER?
Now that our shoppingi:s almost

done. we'd like to wish all of you a
happy holiday season and aprosperous
new year. We'd also like to remind you
that it's betterto give than to receive, and
that the Addendum team's address is

I 1425 Lunt Ave., Ell Grove Village, Il,

60007. U.S.A.-in case any of you come
up with that gear-shaped fruitcake.

WARNING
Taking the advice of the Addendum

team has been proven to cause loved
ones to believe you have an unhealthy
obsession with gears.
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perry Techn'ology Corporatio
P.O..Bo~. 21 / .29, Industrial Park Road

New Hartford. CT. .06057 -
Phone.: (86.0)738-2525

Fax: ~860)738·2455
E-n1aiJ: sales@perrygear.
website:




